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ABSTRACT

As more and more composite materials are used in

modern aircraft construction, the understanding of the

damage tolerance of this relatively stiff, brittle,

anisotropic material becomes important to designers. These

composites may suffer surface damage due to abrasions and

burns, material damages such as excess voids due to

careless manufacturing techniques, or unseen damage in the

forms of delaminations due to a low speed impact. These

damages all cause eccentricities which result in lower

panel buckling values when the panel is compressively

loaded.

'This thesis investigated the behavior of a cylin-

drical composite panel made of AS4/3501-6 graphite/epoxy

with ply orientations [O-/-45/45/90] Abrasion and burn

surface damage was physically modeled in the panels-by

removing a portion of the exterior plies. 'The panels were

then tested by compressively loading them and a comparison

was made to buckling predictions obtained,using a STAGSC-l

shell program. These tests indicated that panels which

have suffered minor surface damage do not deviate

significantly from buckling predictions, obtained using a

STAGSC-i linear bifurcation model.
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Panels were also tested which had varying thicknesses

O and variations in void content due to faulty manufacturing

techniques. These panels were also compressively loaded,

and it t.as found that high void content increased panel

thickness, which resulted in higher compressive strengths.

1 "Composite laminates subjected to a low speed impact,

such as a dropped tool or a manufacturing load, often

develop an internal delamination. This delamination may

result in the reduction of the panel's strength when

subjected to compressive load.

" Since curved panels are 3-dimensional, and buckling is

a non-linear phenomenon, the compressive load which will

cause curved panels to become unstable is extremely hard to

predict analytically. This thesis presents a technique

whereby the local buckling loads at the delamination may be

predicted using a 2-dimensional model with a plane strain
S

correction. This model yielded predictions of local

instability within 30 percent of experimental values.
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A STUDY OF DAMAGE TOLERANCE

IN CURVED COMPOSITE PANELS

I. Introduction

Composite materials are being used more and more

frequently in the design and construction of modern

aircraft. Composites are used for aircraft skins, for major

structural components and for small component parts.

Composites have many advantages over the more

homogeneous, isotropic metals such as aluminum and titanium

that have been used in classical aircraft construction.

Modern designers can choose from a wide variety of

* composite fibers and matrix resins to tailor their strength

and stiffness to a given application. Composites can be

chosen which have higher strength at high temperatures than

* metals, or which are more dimensionally stable over a wider

temperature range than metals. Composites have a much

higher specific stiffness and specific strength than

metals, with stiffness ranging from 2x10 6 psi to 18x10 6

psi and strengths ranging from 10 ksi to over 200 ksi.

Fatigue limits are far in excess of those in aluminum, with

a much greater vibrational damping.

The ability to achieve great strength at reduced

,eight has had a significant impact on spacecraft and

aircraft design. Composites are currently being used in

aircraft such as the Grumman X-29 Advanced Technology

1



Fighter, the General Dynamics F-16 Falcon and the McDonnel

Douglas F-15 Eagle. They are also being used in the Spare

program where weight savings and dimensional stability over

a wide temperatur- range are critical. Currently, the

*world's largest composite structures are the carbon-fiber

reinforced motor casings for the space shuttle's solid fuel

rockets. Composites are also used in space frames such as

"* the shuttle's retractable boom, and in the trusses used to

stabilize the spot beam reflectors for the Intelesat V

communications satellite. [51

Graphite epoxy laminates are perhaps the most

versatile and prevalent of composite materials. They have

been in wide use for a number of years and are readily

available. In the early 1970's, the increased use of

graphite epoxy in commercial products such as fishing rods,

skis, and tennis racquet has resulted in a continuing drop

o in the cost of graphite/epoxy. Not only are they becoming

less expensive, but they can give strength comparable to

aluminum at weight savings of 15 to 30 percent. With the

use of computer controlled and advanced robotics, automated

filament windings are possible. As a result, parts can be

consolidated, and the post fabrication machining often

us,-d for metal parts can be reduced. tip to 50% reductions

in fabrication costs are the end result.

Howe.er, there are also potential disadvantages to the

use of composites. The design of composite structures is

2



much more complicated, and less intuitive than design with

* isotropic materials. Careful consideration must be given

to the rotational effects caused by variations in

temperature and ply lay-up in a composite. A composite

* panel can peel due to air friction in a high performance

aircraft, and damage to composite structures is frequently

more complicated and time consuming to repair than damage

* to metal structures. Damage to a composite caused by a low

velocity impact such as a dropped tool, manufacturing loads

or strikes from runway debris is not easily detected and

can cause serious reductions in the strength of the

structure resulting in the collapse of the structure at

loads which are much smaller than the design load.

BACKGROUND

The problem of shell collapse has been discussed in

the literature for many years, and analytic techniques have

been developed to predict the buckling load for simple

isotropic materials with simple geometries. Stability

equations for cylindrical shells were first developed in

the late 1800's. In 1911, a closed form solution for the

collapse of a cylindrical shell was presented by Lorenz.

In 1932, Fl,.gge presented a comprehensive treatment of

* cylindrical shell stability for shells subjected to

compression and bending loads [2]. Fl.gge tested a series

3
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of shells and found that his experimental values were

*approximately 50 percent of his closed form predictions.

In 1933, Donnell presented a study which treated the class

of shells known as quasi-shallow shells. These shells were

* relatively flat as are most structural shells, and because

of the simplicity of his solution, Donnell's equations

became widely used. Donnell's experimental values for thin

* cylindrical aluminum shells, however, were even farther

from his predictions than Fl-gge's had been [2]. Finally,

von Karman and Tsien performed an analysis in 1941 on the

post buckling paths of compressed cylindrical shells.

Their work showed that the secondary path dropped sharply

downward from the bifurcation point. As a result, slight

*imperfections in a shell induced rotational effects which

caused the actual equilibrium path to fall at a lower load

level than the theoretical linear path. Hence, for shells

o with a slight imperfection, the actual collapse values

could be quite small compared to predictions.

As composite panels came on the scene, the problem of

shell instability was compounded. A composite panel which

contained a delamination often had a thin section of

delaminated plies attached to a thicker- base laminate. As

a result, the delaminated plies were more flexible than the

base laminate, and were often the first portion of the

laminate to experience instability.

4



Early work with delaminations in composite materials

vas done by attaching a thin composite layer to a thick

isotropic base material such as aluminum. This technique

allowed the introduction of pure compression loads without

* having to worry about rotational effects in the base

material. In 1981, Whitcomb [171 used this technique to

study a rectangular delamination in a graphite/epoxy

* panel. He used a thin teflon film to prevent bonding of

the delaminated region to the base material. Using this

technique, he was able to study Mode I and Mode II strain

energy release rates and their effects on interlaminar

stresses at the delamination crack tip.

In 1984, Whitcomb [18] substituted the aluminum base

* material for a thick quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy base

laminate. Still, using a piece of teflon to form

rectangular strip delaminations in a flat plate, Whitcomb

o found that buckling can cause high interlaminar stresses at

the delamination crack tip and that buckling strain is an

important phenomenon in assessing potential for strength

loss due to a delamination. In this study, Whitcomb [18]

analyzed the complicated non-linear buckling phenomenon

using the superposition of several minor linear problems.

Actual delaminations caused by an impact were found to

be elliptical in shape, however. These elliptical

delaminations in flat plates were studied by Shivakumar and

Whitcomb in 1984 [13]. This study also tised flat. quasi-

isotropic plates, and developed a simplh Rayleigh Ritz

5
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solution based on the Trefftz criterion to predict local

buc'kling ,ef delaminated plies (referred to as the

sublaminate from a quasi-isotropic base laminate. They

found that there were no interlaminar stresses in the

region of the delamination until the onset of buckling and

that the size ()f the delamination was an important

parameter in The stress intensity at the delamination.

* However, this technique gave inaccurate results for highly

anisotropic sublaminates, and the technique wasn't extended

to curved shells. This study attempts to address the

problem of the buckling of an anisotropic (0/-45)

sublaminate in a curved composite shell.

All of the studies involving composite materials that

* were mentioned above had involved a flat plate geometr .

Since most real structural shells are not flat,

generalizations made from these studies sometimes couldn't

* be applied to a curved surface. In the early 1970's, a

researcher at General Dynamics named Wilkens began using a

fixture to test curved laminate panels [20). About this

({ time, Dr. Anthony Palazotto initiated research at AFIT into

the behavior of curved laminate panels. In 1977, Nelson

studied the buckling behavior of curved, stiffened panels

t-with cutouts. In 1979, Becker compared experimental

buckling loads in composite panels to analytic

predictions. Later, Bauld investigated the effects of the

aspect ratio of the panels on huckling loads. In 1981,

%6
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another AFIT student, Siefert investigated the effe('ts of'

Srent rally loc:ated delaminations on composite panel strength

[12]. Horban [71 continued this research in 1985 by using

a non-linear STAGS finite element code to study multiple

*(itlaminations in curv -( panels.

(Ompusite panels present other unique problems to the

designi.r. Laminates tend to develop large interlaminar

• stresses which depend to a large extent on the orientations

otf the laminate's fibers and the locations of singularities

ziuch as holes or boundaries. Due to the expense and

t complexity of computer models required to model a

delamination in a compos i te panel, most of the work

invol\ ing discontinuities in a composite panel have been

done analytically. However, analytic results have only

been developed for a narrow range of geometries which

neglect any defects in the material such as surface

o imperfections or internal delaminations. This study

at tempts to address this problem by developing a technique

t:hth-rby the effects of a delamination in a curved composite

4bparel (2an be modeled using relatively inexpensive linear

sh,'l1 models with a plane strain correction.

4A



PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis was to experimentally study

the tolerance of a curved composite panel to damage.

* Damages investigated included surfac.. damage due to

abrasion or burning, higher than normal void contents due

to faulty manufacturing, and delamination damage due to low

speed impact. This study also attempted to develop an

inexpensive two dimensional model using the superposition

of linear buckling finite element codes to predict the non-

linear three dimensional phenomenon of sublaminate buckling

in a thin curved panel. This investigation involved both

analytical work and experimental work to verify the

* predicted local buckling values.

Internal delaminations in a composite panel can

develop as a result of a low velocity impact. caused by a

* dropped tool, a projectile, or as a result of manufacturing

loads. These delaminations weaken the panel and reduce the

load at which panel "global" buckling will occur. Another

4o phenomenon that has been noted [7] is the snapping effect

of the delaminated plies as they reach their local buckling

load. This snap out may occur at a load which is much lss

th;in th e global buck I irng load of the panel . Sin,-P errved

composite panels are 3-dimensional and bue'kling is a n(,n-

I 1e:A r tr.J lem, the compressive load whilh will (-.-tuse the

e t bec,me unstabl, is ext r emely hard to)rP,, Ii'

. i, .% % . , ,., . . w , - " . - " -, - - ... . ".- .,.-. . -.. . . . -. .- .-.- ,•.8



analytically. Another purpose of this study is to develop

* a method which will use a 2-dimensional linear finite

element model and a plane strain correction to accurately

predict this initial instability.

SCOPE

The panels used in this study were quasi-isotropic

cylindrical composite panels made of AS4/3501-6

* graphite/epoxy with ply orientations of (0/-45/+45/90)

Their height was 12 inches and they had a radius of

curvature of 12 inches. (fig 1.1) The actual experimental

• panels, however, were trimmed slightly oversize to allow

for mounting in a test fixture.

Previous work done by Horban and Palazotto [7] has

* shown that a teflon film placed between plies during panel

layup will cause a total internal delamination in the

panel. Therefore, 0.5 mil teflon discs were placed at the

* geometric centers of the panels between plies 2-3 on the

panels' concave side, and between plies 6-7 on the convex

side (fig 1.2). Panels were manufactured with a four inch

* and t 1o inch diameter delamination and with no delami-

nat i ors.

Panels were also manufactured with a teflon dis,-

placed between pIiMs 1-2 and between pli,,s 7-. The

de lam i nat i,ns caused hy pac: ing in serts ad.jaeont to the

9



exterior ply resulted in delaminations that were externally

* visible. The delamination appeared to be a circular

blister approximately the size of the insert, with

fractures in the matrix running parallel to the fiber

* orientation of the blistered ply. Since the blistered

portion of the external ply could take no compressive load,

it was removed and the panel was used to model a panel

* which has suffered external damage resulting from abrasion,

chafing, or burning. These panels were then experimentally

tested to determine the effect of this damage on panel

* strength.

The boundary conditions (see fig 1.1) used in the

experimental fixture were: simply supported sides

(uvw Yfree ww =0), a clamped bottom edge (u=vww =0),

and a clamped top edge (u=free v=w=w =0). A constantx

displacement load was introduced at the top edge of the

1 pane .

0
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X,Y,Z Surface Coordinates
au,v,w Displacements
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0 Ply Orientation

(0 Figure 1.1 -Panel Geometry
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PlInside Surface

• ~ Ply 8 _Outside Surface
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Delamination
Z Between Plies 6 and 7

Figure 1.2 Cross Section of Panel
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II. THEORY

Classical Laminated Plate Theory

An overview of classical laminate plate theory is

presented here for readers not familiar with the behavior of

composite materials and the associated notation. Interested

readers may read Jone's text [8] for a more in-depth

treatment of this material. This section is a condensation

of Jone's text, Section II of the SQ5 user manual [1i] and

some work presented in previous theses [6,7,12].

Co-ordinates in an orthotropic layer of a laminate are

defined with respect to the material's fiber orientation.

The 1-direction is defined as the direction parallel to the

fiber, and the 2-direction is the direction normal to the

fibers in the plane of the laminate layer (see fig 2.1).
S

To form the constitutive relations in terms of the 1-2

directions, the four independent material properties

(EIE29,G12,'V 2) are used:

[a] = QI2 Q22 0 1 2 (2.1)

L 12 0 0 Q66 L 12

13
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Figure 2.2 -Geometry of N Layered Laminate
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The Q;. reduced stiffness terms are given by:

Q = E / (1 - 1
11 1112 1

Q22 E 22 / (1 - 12 V21 (2.2)

Q12 = l'2 1E 11  / (1 - V 12 t 21 12E22 (1 - 12 21

Q66 G G12

When the designer is interested in stresses in

directions other than the 1-2 directions, then the Q.. matrix
Ii

is transformed by the angle 0 between the 1 axis and the new

x axis of interest (see fig 2. ). When this transformation

is performed for each Qij term, the following relation

results:

*r xi Q 12  Q16 C
CrY 12 Q 22 Q26 Y 2 .3 )

T xy- Q16 Q26 Q66 xy
0

Where the Q are the stiffness terms transformed by the

rotation e of the 1-2 axes into the x-y axes.

The displacements at any point in the laminate cross

section are defined in terms of the strains at the midsurface

of the laminate ( ; C 7 ) and the plate curvatures ( k k
x xy x y

k ):
xy

Fk

Vxy xy

15
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For the relation given in (2.4), a couple of assumptions

must be made. First, the laminae are assumed to be very thin

with displacements continuous across the laminae thickness.

Second, the Kirchhoff-Love assumption applies. This

assumption says that normals to the mid-surface remain plane

and normal to the mid-surface after bending. For relatively

thin laminates with small rotations relative to the neutral

axis, this is not a bad assumption. For a cylindrical shell,

the strains and curvatures expressed in equation (2.4) above

are defined as follows, with strains at the midsurface given

by:

UX + 0 +0• x

[ w 5

= v,x + ( + 02 w

* v,x +u,x + @
xy x y

and curvatures given by:

k x  = Oxx

xy
, k = Oy,y (2.6)

ky 1 F y~ + Ox,y + ~

In equations (2.5) and (2.6) above, R is the panel's

radius of curvature; u,v,w are Lhe axial, circumferential,

and radial displa('ements of the shells mid-surface; and the

16
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O's are rotational components which are expressed in terms of

* displacement as follows:

Ox = -w,x

v
Oy = -w,y + v (2.7)

0 1/2 [ v,x - u,y]

Now that the stresses have been computed for each individual

ply using equation (2.3), the force resultants (N X,N y,N xy),

and the moment resultants (M M M ) can be computed by
x y xy

integrating the laminae stresses over the laminate thickness

in the z direction.

0 t/2

N y ( (2.8)

M y dz t2.9)

N T

xy -t/2 xy

Now we substitute equation (2.3) into (2.8) and (2.9).

In matrix notation, we get the following equations:

N] n hk + fhk {kjzdz (2.10)

kif h [hk{d ~4 k-I k-
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n h, hk

Ziz dz f [ 1 {kj z 2 dz (2.11)
k= hk_ 1  hk_ 1

Defining the quantities:

A ij = (Q ( ijlk (h k  - h k_ 1-2.IA. Q (h2 2- h 2 (2.13)

ij = ij)k k k-i

D.. = (Q ) (h 3 h 2 2-4ii . i~j k - k-1l(.3Di (Q)(hijlk hk -i 1(2.14)

We can now write equations (2.10) and (2.11) in terms of

the extensional stiffness matrix [A], the coupling stiffness

matrix [B], and the bending stiffness matrix [D], where [A],

(B] and [D] are each a 3x3 matrix whose values are given in

appendix A. Now we can write an expression for N and M in

matrix notation:

NX x
N y[A] [B]
N

xy IxyI

x X
N y [B] [D] k

Y y

L Mxy. kxyJ

Equatioin (2.15) is the total constitutive relation for

a laminated plate. The coupling of inpiane extension and

bending is seen to be a result of the [B] matrix. )or a

laminate that is symmetric about the midp[ane, the (B1 1

terms are zero, and there is no coupl ing of extension kith

bending.
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Bifurcation

In linear mechanics, displacements are assumed to be

proportional to loads. This approximation is often made

* for the initial portion of the stress strain curve that is

nearly linear. As a compressi-e load is increased in a

structure, deflections from the center line increase, local

-* slopes increase, and rotations increase. As a result of

these rotations, the load deflection curve responds in a

non-linear manner. However, for the initial portion of the

load vs deflection curve, these rotations are assumed to be

so small that non-linear interactions between rotations and

loads may be neglected.

*The resulting load versus deflection curve is known as

the equilibrium path since the structure is in static

equilibrium for a given deflection and load along the

curve. As the load increases even further, an instability

point on the equilibrium path will eventually be reached.

At this point, there is more than one equilibrium path that

the structure may follow (fig 2.3). The continuation of

the straight line portion of the curve is the unstable

path. The secondary path at lower values of load is the

f. stable path and is the asymptote which the actual curve

will approach. The intersection of the equilibrium paths

is known as the bifurcation point, and the lo)ad assfocinttd

with this point is called the critical Load. lht,

bifurcat ,ion point is the theoretical valtue that th- ioad -r

1 9
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ZStable Path
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Bifurcation Point

I

Deflection

Figure 2.3 - Equilibrium Path
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a structure wi ll reach when second order rotational eff

are nteglected and is the point at which the strutture will

boecome unstable and buckle.

Pigure 2.4 represents the equilibrium path for a

perfect circular cylindrical shell. No structure is

perfect, however, and for the case of cylindrical shells,

very slight shell imperfections resul t, in large reducti(Jns

* of the buckling load. Experimental collapse loads for

axially compressed cylindrical shells may even be as low as

20% of the theoretical values [1].

The reason for this large difference in theoretical vs

actual load can be seen by observing figure 2.4. For

circular cylindrical shells, the secondary equilibrium path

• drops sharply downward from the bifurcation point. Since

the equilibrium path is the path for a perfect structure, a

slight imperfection in the shell will induce eccentricities

* which increase the second order rotational effects and

result in the actual curve falling somewhat below the ideal

curve. Therefore, the critical load will occur at a

smaller value, and no post buckling increase in load can

result. The reduction in the actual strength of a shell

from the critical load at bifurcation is known as knockdown

* and is essentially the percent difference between predicted

values and experimental values. Horban [71 and Siefert

[12] used this knockdown factor in their work with

* cylindrLcal composite panels to compare experimental

results with the higher STAGSC-1 bifurcation predictions.

21
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Figure 2.4 - Equilibrium Path for Cylinderical Shell
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STAGSC-1 Theory

STAGS(-I (Structural Analysis of General Shells) is an

energy based finite element program for thin shells.

S'I'AGS('- I began its development in 1967 under government

r-ontract to Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, and its

dovelopment has cont inued for the past twenty years under

* 'various contracts through NASA Langley Research Center.

Th- first version, known as STAGS, was a finite difference

program fcor the non-linear analysis of thin shells with

* t.,uts. A linear version for shells of" revolution was

dev.eloped in 1968, and buckling and thermal capabilities

were added in 1970. The code evolved further in 1970 with

the addit ion of more elements to its library ard an

inelastic capability. In 1973, a version called STAGSA had

H-olved which included transient response, dynamic

t I -genvalue analysis, and dynamic buckling response

routines. STAGSC-1 was released in 1979. The new code was

entirely transformed to a finite element based program, and

* : part icularly useful for bifurcation analysis and

,i.riami - analysis of thin shelIls I 141.

The ,I tes version of' STAGSC-1 was released in 1986

0 ar i,IiI re -.S the ful I collapse of a structure. Also,

pr-% tois i ers ions of STAGS were limited to probLems in the

.;ial I rot ,t ion class ( less than 10 degrees) . [he present

'rrsi.)n .iddre sse this problem using ani elemnt - independent

231
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co-rotational formulation for al static non-l inear

collapse pr,,bems, and it can now be used fi)r structures

"ith large rotations (greater than 10 legrees) at small

strains. The 1986 version also uses the Riks algorithm for

non-linear co)llapse -valuation typical of optimized shells

made of t he new lightwelght materials [10. [he new Riks

method is an efficient nonlinear solver whi(_,h can extend

~ STAGS solutions into the post buckled portion of the load

versus deflection curve. The 1986 program is the version

that is used for this research.

The STAGSC-I computer program is made up of four main

parts: STAGS1, STAGS2, POSTP, and STAPL. The STAGS1

portion is the part of the program which compiles the input

* dec-k, performs model generation, and begins performing

preliminary calculations. The STAGS2 module does the bulk

of the numerical calculations performed in a finite element

* analysis. STAGS2 performs such tasks as matrix

decomposition, linear and non-linear stress analysis,

Pigenvalue analysis, thermal gradient determination, and

*A the calculation of stress resultants, moments and

deflections. POSTP is a post-processor for determining

secondary solutions from previously calculated

displacements which have been saved to TAPE22. The STAPL

module is a plotting routine which can be used to plot the

lindeforml(d finite element mesh, the deformed mesh, and

n t.(ntour p Iots of the structure's deflect ions I 19 . Readers

2%
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interested in running the STAPL module should refer to the

* STAGSC-1 user manual [11 and to Tisler 1151, appendix B for

sample input decks for restart and STAPL runs.

The 1986 version of STAGSC-1 that was used for this

• research has two routines which are both called STAGS2.

Either routine can be loaded in the computer under the name

STAGS2. The first routine performs a linear bifurcation

analysis state, while the second performs its computations

using a non-linear buckling routine. "It is suggested that

users of STAGSC-1 utilize the non-linear module, as it will

give more accurate results at approximately the same cost

;n computer time. True linear problems will converge very

quickly using the non-linear version, so there is usually

* no real advantage in running a linear model." [10] If a

user should encounter problems with a model that does not

run, he should check the BI card in the input deck to

* ensure that the analysis being performed is compatible with

the STAGS2 module called on the system [19).

Another unique aspect of STAGSC-1 is its use of

* surface co-ordinates on the shell surface. This allows any

point on the mesh to be defined in terms of two independent

surface co-ordinates; or conversely, a user can use the

* system's global frame to define the grid points. Also,

shell units consisting of various elements and material

properties may be formed. These shell units can then be

* interconnected using the STAGS GI card to form a continuous

25
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c-ompatible shelL. This feature is useful when modeling

* stiffeners, beams, or shells whose geometries change along

the surface.

The STAGSC-I program calculates the bifurcation point

* using variational potential energy technio,,es. The static

equilibrium path is calculated using minimum potential

energy such that static equilibrium is achieved for a given

* input load or deflection (summation of external forces

equal zero at equilibrium). Potential energy, V, is the

internal strain energy, U, minus the work done by external

forces, W; where work is the product of external forces and

their associated deformations.

* V = U - W (2.16)

U 1/2 ) T[N]{-) dA (2.17)

W x) xT{IF) (2.18)

* where: { }HE vector of strains and curvatures

[NJ E matrix of Ai., Bi.., and Di. terms

(xi vector of displacements

S(F) - vector of applied external forces

For static ccjuilibrium, the potential energy, %, must

• bp a minimum; therefore, the first variation of potential

26
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energy, ,V, must equal zero. At the bifurcation points for

a conservative mechanicai system, the second variation of

potential energy, :'V must be equri to ztro. The --V terms

represent the second order potential energy torms which

result-- from a small virtual displacement to the structure.

The critical load for a structure occurs when the structure

first loses its stability. For stability in a structure,

the second variation must be positive definite.

STAGSC-I performs an eigenvalue solution to find the

bifurcation point. Readers are referred to Brush and

OAlmroth [2] for an in-depth development of potentiai energy

formulations and bifurcation analysis, and to Rankin [10]

for the 1986 updates to the STAGSC-1 computer code.
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III. MANUFACTURING & EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

"0

Introduction

Forty curved panels were fabricated and tested for this

research. The panels were constructed of Hercules AS4/3501-6

Graphite/Epoxy 12 inch prepreg tape. All panels were laid

up with a (0/-45/45/90) quasi-isotropic geometry. Thes

panels were cylindrical shells having a radius of curvature

of 12 inches measured to the outside convex surface of the

panel. They had a trimmed height of 13 inches, and an arc

length of 12.5 inches (fig 1.1). The material properties

were assumed to be:

6
E = 18.844 x 10 psi

16

E 2 = 1.468 x 106 psi

G12 = 0.91 x 106 psi

V12 = 0.28

v 21= 0.022

Four of the panels were built with no internal

delaminations. These panels were to serve as control panels

to check the accuracy of computer models, and to compare

with previous work done by Horban [7] and Siefert [12].

Internal delaminations caused by low speed impacts were

modeled by ineorporating 0.5 mil teflon discs between plies

~~~ A.. I



during lay up. Two inch diameter and four inch diameter

* delaminations were used.

Previous work [7,12] had shown that a complete

delamination will occur in a panel if a tet'lon insert is

*• piaced in the panel during lay up. This work indicated that

it was desirable to use a thin layer of material (0.5 mil

mylar) to avoid matrix fracture when the delaminations are

• placed within one ply of the outer surface of the panel.

Horban also found that mylar inserts only resulted in a

partial delamination, while teflon discs resulted in a total

delamination in the panel. Therefore, 0.5 mil teflon was

chosen as the delamination causing insert for this

research.

* Initially, delaminations were caused by placing two

discs of DuPont 300 A, 0.5 mil FEP teflon film back to back

between plies during lay up. The discs were coated with RAM

225 release agent prior to being placed in the panel to

ensure 100% debonding . Originally, delaminations were to

be placed between plies 1-2, 2-3, 6-7 and 7-8 (fig 1.2).

* The inserts placed between plies 2-3, and 6-7 formed the

desired delamination. However, problems were encountered

when the teflon discs were placed only one ply in from the

0 exterior surface (between plies 1-2 and 7-8). After the

panels were removed from the autoclave, the delaminations

were externally visible (fig 3.1). They appeared to be a

0 lot., c.ircular blister approximately the size of the teflon
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Figure 3.1 -Blistered Sublaminate due to Teflon Insert
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insert, with fractures in the matrix running parallel to the

0 fiber orientation of the exterior blistered ply.

Horban [71 had previously noted this problem when he

used one mil mylar inserts. He had then tried using 0.5 mil

mylar inserts, and found that he observed no matrix cracking

and no blistering effect. As a result of Horban's

experience, it was thought that using one 0.5 mil teflon

* insert with RAM 225 release agent as opposed to the two

inserts placed back to back would give acceptable results.

Four panels were manufactured in this manner. Two of

the panels had two inch diameter inserts while the other two

had four inch diameter inserts. All four panels exhibited

the matrix cracking and blistering seen previously. At this

*point it was not known what was causing the blisters to

form. Panels were constructed using one 0.5 mil teflon disc

with no RAM 225 release agent applied. Blisters still

occurred. It was then thought that perhaps volatiles in a

gaseous state were being trapped beneath the teflon disc

resulting in a vapor pressure as the panels "ere heated in

the autoclave. Panels were then constructed using one 0.5

mil teflon disc that had been perforated with 20 small

holes. Blisters still occurred. A finite element model was

* run to determine if residual curing sresses might be causing

this blistering. No residual stresses were found in the

model. Duf, to time constraints, and the number of panels

a l'owed for this research, no further experimental

investigation was attempted. However, it. was decided to i

31
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the panels with the blistered delamination to carry out

further experimental work. Since the blistered portion ofS

the external ply could take no load, the blistered portion

was removed using a razor knife, and the panel was used to

model a panel which has suffered external damage as a result

of abrasion, chafing or burning. These panels were then

experimentally tested to determine the effect of this damage

on the panel's buckling strength.

Another type of damage studied in this thesis is panel

damage due to manufacturing variabilities. Panels were

tested that had laminate thicknesses ranging from 39.3 to

42.6, and which had void contents ranging from 0.10 percent

to 4.4 percent. These variations could result from faulty

manufacturing procedures or from mechanical difficulties

such as a faulty vacuum during curing in the autoclave.

Panel Lay Up and Curing

!V The panels were laid up in curved steel molds with a

12 inch radius of curvature (fig 3.2) The 12 inch prepreg

was cut and placed as shown in the fabrication plan (figs

-3.5-3.7). Panels that were to receiv- teflon inserts .,;ere

carefully measured to the center of the intended

delamination using a steel scale, and the teflon was placed

us ing a RA'I 225 release agent to ensure total delamination.
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Figure 3.2 - Placing Bleeder in Steel Mold

Figure 3.3 - Positioning Teflon Inserts During Lay-up
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* AFIT Curved Panels
15.5" X 32" Panel - 12" wide mat'l

0°  Plies: -

8A
40"1

, -I2"-, 8" .

For One Panel.

Cut 2 - 40" long X 12" wide pieces
Cut 2 - 40" long X 8" wide pieces

(Save the extra 4" wide X 40" long piece for the 90' plies)

For All 17 Panels:

Cut 34 - 40" long X 12" wide pieces
Cut 34 - 40" long X 8" wide pieces (Save the 4" wide X 40" long

pieces for the 90- plies)

'A

Figure 3.4 - Prepreg Cutting Plan for 0 Plies
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AFIT Curved Panels
* 15.5" X 32" Panel - 12" wide mat'l

±450 Plies:

- 450 + 450 A + 45' B

I-'
A A A

S \
/C

B. B """C-

A A A

Cut Prepreg as Indicated Below

For One Panel:
Cut and I rim 3 pieces: Cut and Trim 8 pieces:

V0B ZI 940 A12o 221
2"

For All 17 Panels:

Cut and trim 51 pieces of B and C

Cut and trim 136 pieces of A

Figure 3.5 - Preprep Cutting Plan for 45 Plies
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AFIT Curved Panels
15.5" X 32" Panel 12" wide mat'l

90' Plies:

12"

I*

0

For One Panel:

Cut 6 - 20" long X 12" wide pieces
Trim the 4" wide X 40" long piece into 2 - 4" wide X 20" long pieces

For All 17 Panels:

Cut 102 - 20" long X 12" wide pieces
Trim the 4" wide X 40" long pieces into 34 - 20" long X 4" wide pieces

Figure 3.6 - Prepreg Cutting Plan for 90 Plies



The bagging sequence listed in table 3.1 below and

illustrated in figure 3.7 was identical for all of the

laminates manufactured:

1. Vacuum bag

2. Vcnt blanket breather (Air Weave SS-FR)

3. Perforated mylar (seal to coroprene edge)

4. Yuchburg bleeder

5. Perforated mylar" (seal to coroprene dam)

6. TX 10-10 porous teflon coated glass cloth

7. Eight ply laminate

8. TX 1040

Y. Mylar

10. 12 inch radius of curvature steel mold

Table 3.1 - Bagging Sequence [3]
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Periforatec rly cv
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TX !0040

Too, S~ee Mo c

Figure 3.7- Bagging Sequence [3]
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The laminates were then cured in an autoclave ac(ording

to c.cle B-240-T, Rev A as shown in table 3.2 below:

iI

I. Apply Vacuum, 25 in H9 and 85 psi minimum

2. Heat air to 240 F Ln 30 - 5 min

3. Hold part at 240 5 F for 60 min under 85 psi and

full vacuum

4. Increase pressure to 100 psi and vent vacuum

5. Heat air to 350 F in 30 : 5

C 6. Hold part at 350 5 F and 100 psi for 120

minutes

7. Cool part below 150 F in no less than 120 min

8. When part is below 150 F, vent pressure

Table 3.2 - Autoclave curing cycle used [31

After curing, the panels were removed from the bagging

and visually inspected. At this time, it was notet that one

mo ld pr )(uced a panel which had a glossier sheen than the

other panels. A resin analysis showed that these panels had

-I higher than nc)rmal void content, xVh a range ol ".0 ,To

4. 5 perc-,nt voiis. Normallv these- panels wouldi have bOen

di < ',rde, , hut it was decided to tes.t them to determine the

ffe ts of this manufaturing t -lefe, )n panel st-r nzth.

.rA
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Af ter subsequent autoclave runs, it, was d iscovered that

one of the autoclave's vacuum lines was partially blocked

and was not producing a sufficient vacuum, thus resulting in

the higher void contents in the affected panels.

After removal from the molds, the panels were C-scanned

using a hand scanner to insure that no large voids or

dAlaminations were present. During the C-scanning process,

the inserted delaminations were marked so that the panels

-ould be accurately trimmed. The panels were then checked

-t I. locations to determine the average panel thickness and

the average ply thickness. Thickness variation within

"ndividual panels was small (on the order of 0.2%); however,

the average panel thickness variations from panel to panel

* irnongst the group of panels tested was 6.8%.

For a given panel size and a material with constant

pr,)perties, the only variability that will affect the

1tri ical bu'kIirig load is the panel thickness, h.

Flh-r-.Co)re, for panels with an aspect ratio of one, panel

!,ijck Iing strengt h should vary hy the ratio ([ ]"

1-2 P (h 2/h I n3 12 1 2 I

:1 r ri:V' Iat .. , r i equal to three; but for the ,irveid

p rI I - 1 - 1 I th is st ud , a value of nz gave col lapse

)-tits that di -r-..d f'rom STA(LSQ-I .rr'-d ii.tions.
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However, from equation (3. 1), the buckling load for

panels is seen to be sensitive to the thickness of the
I

panel. This variation can cause scattering of the test data

and experimental strengths that are other than the

predicted values. Equation (3.1) was applied to Horban's

STAGSC-1 buckling loads for curved panels, and an empirical

regression relation was derived for panels with a 1' inch

radius of curvature (see fig 3.8):

2.06

P 2  = PI (h 2 /h I) (3.2)

This relation proved very useful in this thesis since a

typi,;al STAGSC-I linear bifurcation analysis used from 120

to 150 cp seconds of computer time. Using equation (3.2,

the largest calculated error was 0.86 percent. Therefore, a

STAGSC-I run was not necessary for every panel thickness in

the test group, and the number of STAGS computer runs was

substantially reduced.

Next, two test panels were cut from each mold panel

using a curved steel fixture to hold the panel and a raiiil

ar'm saw with a water lubricated, seven inch, diamond tipped

blade. The panels were trimmed to a 13 inch height by a

12.5 inch arc length to allow for mounting in the test

F i %tur . The unsupported dimension of the panel when in the

w,;as 12 inches ,' 12 inches.
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Figure 3.8 - STAGSC-1 Regresion Curve for 12" Curved Panels
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Strain gauges M&M CEA-250-350UW-350) t.ere [)laced ,)n

each panel to determine the uniformity of load introduct.iwn

to the panel and to determine the load at which strain

reversal occurred at the delamination (fig 3.9). Strain

gauges I and 2 (SGI and SG2) were placed on the concave and

convex sides of the panel respectively. These gauges were

at the center of the panels' damaged area so that moments,

eccentricities and strain differentials due to panel damage

could be determined. TE.is panel damage is seen as a strain

reversal between SGI and SG2 as moments due to panel damage

cause bending in the damaged region of the panel. Gauges

SG3 and SG4 were placed at the top edge of the panel to

track the uniformity at which the top edge displaced during

the loading process.

From previous work [6,7,12], it was determined that the

maximum tolerance in panel height should be held to 0.01

inches to ensure an even load distribution within the

panel. When this tolerance is exceeded, non-symmetric

buckling may result. Horban found that the machine shop

that cut his panels was able to trim his panels to within 3

mils of the prescribed length. Variations of the arc length

dimension weren't as critical since a simple knife edge,

vertical support was used, and since no transverse load was

applied.

Scrap pieces left over after trimming were tested for

void content, resin content, volatile content, and density.
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Void content is an excellent indicator of panel

uniformity (see table A.1). Therefore; panels were tested

0 which had high void contents to determine the effects of

this defect. on panel strength. Croop [3] wrote a report

detailing these deviations in panels that Horban [7] and

Siefert [121 had used for their research. Based on the data

collected by Croop, it was assumed that. panels with void

contents much above 0.8% had suffered degradation during
O

panel manufacture, and their material properties were

suspect.

S
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SGE3 SG4

6

SG1 on Concave Side
SG2 on Convex Side

Figure 3.9 -P~acement of Strain Guages on Pan eis



Figure 3.10 - Compression Machine Used for Experimentation
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Prepreg Hercules 12 inch tape, AS4/3501-6

Release Agent RAM mold release 225, a tooling release

manufactured by RAM chemicals

Teflon Inserts DuPont Teflon FEP flourocarbon film,

0.5 mil 300A film

Strain Guages Micro Measurements CEA-250UW-350

uniaxial strain guages

Load Cell - Intarface model 1220-BF, 25k pound

" Control Panel - MTS model 413.05

MTS 406 controller

MTS 436 control unit

Hewlett Packard 3450A

0
Amplifiers - NEF 126

Signal Conditioners - PPM model SG-15-2

Table 3.3 - Experimental Equipment List

A7



Experimental Setup

The test fixture used in this thesis is a modification

of the original General Dynamics 1974 design that. was us,#d

by Wilkens [201 in his early work with curved composite

panels. Since curved fixtures of this type are rare,

experimental results should be particularly valuable to

designers working with curved panel geometries.

The panel test device consists of a 25,000 pound

capacity M'TS ompression machine with an Intarface model

1220-BF load cell (see material list - table 3.3). The

pan'?l is mounted in a fixture (fig 3.11) which clamps the

top and bottom edges of the panel, and applies a knife edge

support with negligible restraining moments to the side

supports. These boundary conditions can be thought of as

representative of the edge restraints caused by a continuous

panel restrained against rotation at one end by a major

structural support while being restrained by panel

stiffeners in the transverse direction.

The clamped conditions on the top and bottom edges are

achieved hy using the machined steel plates shown in figure

3.12. and a series of six steel chucks which are machined

so that they have a 12 inch radius of curvature at their

interface with the curved panel. The chucks are 1/2 inch

high and are held firmly against the panel using two set.

screws per chuck.
.
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The vortical supports (fig 3. 13) are designed to apply

a knift- edge support which wi ll allow displacement. in the x

and y directions and rotations in the x, direction while

restraining displacements in the z direction. The rubber

o" rings cause the knife edge supports to place a constant,

normal force on each panel. A piece of teflon tape was

attached to both sides of each panel tested to further aid

in the panel's freedom to move in the x and y directions.

The fixture gives the following edge supports:

Top edge: vww, =0 u~free
x

Bottom edge: uv~w=w, =0
x

Vertical edges: w=w, x0 uv:w, y=free

:.4 The fixture's vertical supports allow 1/4 inch of the

* panel to protrude above the top of the supports, to allow

for loading head displacement. An aluminum flange located

at the center of the base plate provides a mount for an LVDT

% (Linear Variable Differential Transducer) which measures the

vertical displacement. And, since the bottom test fixture

is not permanently attached to the compression machine, this

flange also provides a mount to secure the bottom test head

i n a uniform position for each test (fig 3.14). An array ,f

I [,VDT's was used to measure relative movement of the panel

in The z direction during panel buo'kIing fig 3. 15)
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Test Procedure

After the panel "as placed in the test fixture, a 300

pound seating load was applied and all of' the supports i.ere

tightened. The purpose of this seating load was to insure

that the panel's top and bottom edges are clamped parallel

to the heads and to reduce the chance of introducing a

moment load at the supports. Tests with previous panels

with no seating load indicated a large displacement was

induced before the panel began taking load (fig 3.16). The

displacement was actually the seating of the panel in the

clamped supports. The seating load was then removed, and

all of the channels were set to zero.

The panels were then compressively loaded with a

constant 0.05 inch per minute displacement with a load cell

measuring the applied load. The displacement was introduced

at the top edge of the panel and is measured using a LVDT

which measures the relative movement of the top head with

respect to the bottom head of the compression machine. A

matrix of 15 LVDT's was positioned normal to the convex side

of the panel to measure deflections in the z direction

during panel loading. These LVDT's were positioned at xz3,

6, and 9 inches with the LVDT's equally spaced along the

rows.

Data was recorded three times per second for the 16

LVDT's, the load cell, and the four strain vauges with each
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instrument assigned to i t s wn channe . The dat a was saved

on a VA 11 /780 computer and later to magne, tic t ,ipe Uat-kup

so that experimental graphs could be plotted. In addition,

a ('RT was used whhich a I I ot,.ed the channel. to be mni tored

during loading so that the progression of pariel loading

could be tracked during the test.

When global buckling )t, the panel occurred, the load

was put on hold and the buckled regions were outlined with a

silver pencil and photographed. The load was then removed

by releasing the hydraulic pressure.

Ten of the panels tested had a 3000 pound seating load

applied prior to testing. This large seating load was used

to determine if there was a difference in the strain

reversal at the delamination as a result of ply separation

brought about by the high initial load. This seating load

had the effect of smoothing the introduction of the test

load since there was very little initial displacement of the

panel in the supports at initial test loads (fig 3.17).

However, this seating load had no apparent effect on the

load at which snapping occurred and didn't seem to effect

the shape of the strain separation curve. By observing this

curve, it can also be seen that the assumption of linear

material properties and linear bifurcation is an acurate

appr(,ximat ion.
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Figure 3.11 -Compression Machine and Control Unit
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Figure 3.12 -Top Test Fixture with Steel Chucks
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Figure 3.14 -Panel Clamped in Bottom Fixture

Figure 3.15 -Array of 15 LVDT's
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Panel Identification

A panel identification nomenclature similar to Horban's

[7] was adopted for this thesis and is shown in table 4.1

below. Tabulations of experimental results can be seen in

tables 5.3 and A.1.

Q2-12-1.*

LOne asterisk indicates 3000 lb seating load

Two asterisks indicate 2 pieces of teflon

used to create delamination

Test number, panel number 1, 2, 3 etc.

Delamination located between these plies

Diameter of delamination in inches

Quasi-isotropic panel

Table 4.1 - Panel Identification
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Lneis with varyi ng levels of damage were

experimentally tested by applying a uniform rate of end

displacement. The panels tested for this thesis had damage

due to faulty manufacturing of the panels, surface damage

similar to that caused by burning or chafing, or an internal

delamination of the type that might occur as a result of a

Iow velocity impact. Other panels with no damage were

tested as a control group. The panels were loaded until

global panel buckling occurred, and the buckling load,

buckling strain and the buckled shape of the panels were

noted. The responses of the panels in their damaged regions

were recorded both visually and through the use of' strain

gauges centered on either side of the damaged region.

Panels with No Damage - QO-OO-x

Panels which had no surface damage and no internal

delaminations were experimentally tested. These panels all

had void contents within an acceptable limit of one percent
I,

and exhibited no discontinuities when C-scanned. Therefore,

it was assumed that no manufacturing induced defects were

present. This group of control panels had strain gauges SGI
(I

and SG2 positioned at the center of the panel in the same

manner aS fcr the damaged panels. These strain gauges

indi rated a uni form rate of strai in at the center of the
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panel ,ith no difference in strain between SGI on the first

ply and SUL) on the eighth ply (fig 4.1). This uniform state

of strain was interpreted as a state of axial strain

without bending in a vertical strip of the panel through the

panels center. This approximation is valid sinee the strip
0

is flat in the longitudinal direc-tion and has a relatively

flat radius of curvature and is not restrained in the

transverse direction. If moments or eccentric loading hade
been present, their effects would have shown up as a

differential state of strain between SGI and SG2. This

uniform strain was observed for each of the QO-00-x panels

tested.

The panels' global buckling values were recorded and

compared to a STAGSC-I finite element model prediction. The

experimental values were lower than STAGSC-l predictions by

a mean of 12.9 percent with a standard deviation of 2.8 (fig

4.2). The fact that predicted buckling loads were somewhat

higher than experimental loads was expected, since for

cylindrical shells, a very slight surface imperfection can

result in a large decrease in buckling loads. Also, the

STAGSC-I model was a linear bifurcation model which was

expected to yield higher buckling values than the

experimental tests.
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Manufacturing Induced Defects

When the first sets of panels manufactured for this

thesis were removed from the autoclave, it was noted thait

one of the four molds produced a panel which hal a giossv

sheen as stated previously. The parnel appear,-d norma[ in

every other respect and there were no other visible signs of

defects. This panel was C-scanned along with the rest. of

its group, and when no voids or cracks were detected, it was

trimmed to its test dimensions. The pieces trimmed from the

pan-ils were analyzed for density, fiber content, resin

content and void content (see ref. 3). It was found that

the panel with the sheen, had a much higher than normal void

content (on the order of 2 to 4 percent as opposed to the

less than I percent void content for a "normal" panel).

In the mean time, other autoclave runs had produced

panels with the same glossy appearance, all from the same

mold. When a lab analysis of these panels was carried out,

it was found that they also had a higher than normal void

content. At this time the autocLave was investigated, and

it was found that one of the sets of vacuum lines was

partially blocked with resin, and wasn't pulling sufficietnt

vacuum on the bagged samples. Apparently, this resulted in

tho incomplete removal of volatiJes during panel curina

c-ausing inadequate consolidation of the panels and higher

void contents. After the auto-clave was rppaire, , all panels

had a V)id content below one percent.



Since tho number of pane Is al lowed tor this research

was limited, it was decided to test the panels with high

void contents and observe their buckling characteristics.

These panels we re assumed to hav e the sam, mat-e r ial

properties as low 0oid paneIs. They were compressively

loaded, and it was found that they had buckling loads which

tere within a mean of 9.6 percent of their STAGSC-1 values.

This result was unexpected. It was thought that a high

\oid content was an indicator of a faulty specimen and that

these panels would have greater flexibility due to the voids

which would result in reduced buckling loads. When percent

voids was plotted against compressive load at. failure and

the best fit line was plotted (fig 4.3), it was found that

strength was increasing as void content increased. This

phenomenon was explained by checking the average thickness

of the panels. Voidy panels were thicker than "normal"

panels (fig 4.4), and the increase in thickness was

stiffening the panels and thus compensating for the higher

void contents. As a result, the panels with a higher

percentage of voids had a higher average buckling strength

than the panels with a normal void content.. However, in

general, high void contents should be avoided in a compos ite

panel. s the void content increases, the amount of' mat rix

bonded t o eac'h fiber decreases which results in a redut i ,n

of load t ransfer throijgh shear stress. Yboisture absorption

and subsequent material degradat ion c.'old also e pec
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Surface Damage

Surface damage in a composite panel may occur to the

exterior surfa,,e or to the interior surface of the panel as

the result of burning, chafing or abrasion. These types ot

surfa-e damages were modeled in this thesis by the romjval

of a circular portion of an exterior 0 ply. The panels

ti-.re then tested experimentally to determine the ef'e'ts of

this damage on the panels' buckling strength.

These Q2-12, Q2-78, Q4-12 and Q4-78 panels "ere

CO, manufactured with a teflon disc placed between plies 1-2 and

between plies 7-8. The delaminations caused by placing

inserts adjacent to the exterior ply resulted in the

1P delaminations that were clearly failed (fig 3.1). Since the

blistered portion of the external ply was failed during the

manufacturing process, it was removed and SGI and SG2 were

& placed at the center of the damaged region on the extt-rior

of the 90 arid the 45 plies. These strain gauges were used

to detct differential strain in the damaged region which

ou d ir-u cate the presence of eccentric loadirk and ncment s

due t the damage. It was thought that the addl iti(,ri

,,m rits caused by this eccent ricity woul, triggoer bucki ing

ar i,)Ife r l Ii ut- , than those obse r'vtd for riori-,le I airi it f,

pan ,. But , the experim -rital buckiing loads di ffer'ei rinl

t ," STA;S(- 1 pr-,dict ions by a me-an of only 9 . p.r- ,, r i i

i -i nIarI ,I1,'1iat, in of 5. ; percent fi 1.5 . he' . s
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observable . ifference between panels with surface damage ,ri

the convex side as opposed tou panels with damage to t }i

concave surface. The buckling values for these panels were

Atual ly higher buckling loads than were recorded for the

ron-delaminated panels and are very close to the values

rnorded f'r panels with high void content. This fact may

b- explained by noting that very thin eight ply panels were

used for this thesis. A I surfaces are very close to the

neutral axis; and therefure, bending moments, which change

by the dist.ance from the neutral axis cubed, are small. As

a result, eccentricities caused by this surface damage are

minuscule; however, for thicker panels with deeper surface

,damageo, these moments could increase and could cause reduced

* panol buckling loads. The total volume of panel that is

rmo\ed as a result of this surface damage is also a very

small percent of the total panel volume. For a four inch

* iameter surface damage in the outer ply of the panel, only

1.1 percent uf the panel's volume is removed. As a result,

t he pane ls are seen to respcnd locally to surface damage,

'h le little effect is seen on global panel buckling.

The I ('a I effects of this damage can be seen by

r).Aerv i rig figure 4.6. A large stra in different ial in tie

r,,.n If the damage is seevr to unri at about 4000 pournds.

t 1 thought that this rupr.-spnty i-al inistabilIity or tht

i M; r''g scII"M '. it about 46009 Furls, the panel boe n i t ,

qt in .:' ' pr ,r t 9 -hl tl 'k ing. , hr tn- pant whi h

r'' hrr i inmet rt ter" r " - t-m ' " "r ,i



not ,,l that the strain gauge I aed on t p, d.-iri)4 d .n lirf:a'e

w .as placed in compress .,In. Thi: t, as t rue bt h 1,r I i.,. "- 1V

arid Q:2 -78 panels, and was a,-; e x' ted. >1Vme n ts aus e Lhv an

e r,' t r i c i t., of t h i s t Y pe Iou , i t en d to pu t he pt is ,)n the

d -t a ed s11rf'ace iri com rj)r ss ion re lat 1 t () It ht, pi ies ton the

oCc,), .- t e sirfawe*'

1(1, e r t, hen the Q4- 12 and Q4-78. panttis ,,re t sted,

Sain opposite state of relative strain exist,,i. Fur these

panels, the strain gauge on the damaged surfa(e was placed

in tension relative to the gauge on the undamage-d surface.

I so no te was a dramatic inrease in the relative strain

i fffe rential at the center of the damaged region at global

panel buckling (fig 4.6).

This strain reversal could he explained if the damaged

ro9 1cri w- re to be thought of as a plate. As compress ive

I -),-Ad is applied, a load is reached whhich triggers

-0i instability of the damaged region. The damaged reition I.s

res rained from but-king by the surrounding panel which a: 'ts

as a clanp i '-uppirt hut it ,v-ntua I I Y rea(,hes a I-:i I At

kh I h ",),-al buckl ing (-c( ir. For larv,,r damagt i rt-zion-,

,ui I i thU It irchh di imetl ab r brasi()n, a ,,c,)rid role

hi-)j, i n4~mw o s rg r e r 3i 1 r 01 oi

a I i r. lr:tt-n hrui tho damagel rtgmn iril tfbus- t-Is i n Lit

trit I r -ii th I a a " ed a rf a . 11u r e X r r11, ri t a I . 1

i r i, i vrk 1. u! ha R t ) be 1 ()rie t lt-t fm .rie '.e i l
,

- ri,

:I a to, i Li:. danet~ L4E-i r-e g I ur iand to hotck thfi vaI

t h i h [5; ,t ,.-S i .
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Internal Delamination

Impact damage to a composite shell is usually in the

form of an internal delamination. This type of damage was

OP modeled using teflon disc inserts to prevent bonding between

adjacent plies. In previous work [7], it had been found

that some insert materials didn't create total debonding.

Therefore, to determine if 100 percent delamination at the

inserts was occurring, a panel was tested by C-scanning and

by using stereo x-ray. The C-scan indicated that a

Cdiscontinuity existed at the approximate boundaries of the

delamination. The stereoscopic x-ray confirmed that 100

percent delamination was being achieved.

The delaminated area of one of the panels is shown in

figure 4.7. This stereo-scopic x-ray was produced by

introducing a radioactive isotope penetrant, tetrabro-

methane, into the panel through a 3/8 inch hole. After

approximately half an hour, the penetrant had worked its way

,ia capillary action into all accessible cavities. These

G, areas show up as light areas on the photograph. By looking

closely, an observer can easily see the outline of the

circular delamination, and can determine that complete

CO delamination has occurred. This test was only done on one

panel since extensive work had been done previously by

Horban [7] to determine the extent of delaminations in

(0 composite panels.
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* Figure 4.7 - Stereo X-ray of Delamination
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Panels with two inch delaminations were then tested

* experimentally. These Q2-23 and Q2-67 panels experienced

global panel buckling at a load which was a mean of 13.2

percent lower than STAGSC-1 predictions with a standard

* deviation of 5.5 percent (fig 4.8). Similar panels tested

by Horban had average buckling loads that were 19.6 percent

lower than the predicted loads. These experimental buckling

loads for delaminated panels were only slightly lower than

the experimental buckling loads for undamaged panels.

However, initial sublaminate instability was detected at a

much lower load. When these panels were compressively

loaded, the delaminated region (the sublaminate) would reach

i tQ loca-l cri-tijcal load and buckle or "snap". T-i snppn

* effect can be detected visually as a blistered region at the

delamination (fig 4.9 and 4.10) or it can be detected

experimentally through the use of SG1 and SG2 centered over

6the delamination.

This local sublaminate snapping causes a release of

strain energy and a lessening of the compression on the

* strain gauge attached to the sublaminate. A strain reversal

effect results, an ideal depiction of which can be seen in

figure 4.11. In this figure, the strain reversal is seen to

0 occur at approximately 1900 pounds. At local sublaminate

buckling, SGI on the base laminate is in compression, while

SG2 on the sublaminate is seen to have its compressive

* strain relieved. SG2 goes into tension as the delaminated
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Figure 4.9 -Buckling Pattern of 2" Sublaminate

4p

Figure 4.10 -Buckling Pattern of 4" Sublauiinate
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plies snap out. Another effect that, can be seen by

observing figure 4.11 is the lessening of compression on the

base laminate at approximately 3700 pounds. It is thought

that this corresponds to an initial panel deformation just

: prior to global panel buckling. An attempt was made in

this thesis to predi,'t this sublaminate instability through

the use of the linear superposition of simple finite element

* models and a plane strain adjustment. This method will be

presented in chapter five.

During the experimental testing of the panels, strain

was only observed in the axial direction. Also, an axial

load was applied to the panel in the plane of the panel.

This led to the observation that a state of plane strain

9 could be approximated for the panel in a strip in the region

of the delamination.

The delaminated region of the panel was closely

* observed after experimental testing. This region was

observed to have undergone a plastic deformation as a result

of panel buckling. When the panel was unloaded and removed

from the test fixture, the delaminated area was clearly

visible, and retained the same general deformed shape it had

attained under buckling load (fig 4.12). This indicated

that this region had undergone plastic deformation and

indicated a possibility of delamination growth.

At this point, a number of panels were placed back into

Athe test fixture and compressively loaded for a second

7 7



time. The expected strain reversal k)tf SG1 I s Sw v

* occurred, but at a much lower value of load t K,-:iri i-r t

initial test. Figure 4. 13 shows that Iocai skt, tl.,! C

buckling is occurring at a load of approxlmatel *fl) i, i!

* as opposed to the 1900 pound load seen for the minit i i ,

of the panel (fig 4.11) . This lowering of t h- t,ut-k ri,

load for the delaminated plies was expected, since a pi is

deformation of the sublaminate would reduce its st ffn,,,<-,

would substantially increase the load eccentricity due ,

out of plane deformations, and would cause the second orfir

rotatirial terms to become more dominant to local bucktlin-.

As a result, the critical load for local buckling would he

decreased for subsequent panel loadings.

When panels were reloaded after their initial buckling

failure, a small decrease in global panel buckling load was

also noted. It can be seen that the panel in figure 4.13,

which has undergone plastic deformation, buckles at 33U0

pounds, as opposed to the 4100 pound load required to buckle

the undamaged panel shown in figure 4.11. This decrease in

* global panel strength would occur as a result of the

increased instability of the delaminated region which has

suffered permanent deformation. It is postulated that

0 subsequent cyclic panel loadings would cause delamination

growth at. the delamination crack tip and would cause a

gradual deterioration of the panel's ability to carry load.

This was beyond the scope of this thesis, but is an
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Figure 4.12 -Plastic Deformation of Sublaminate
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important problm sin ce a panel in an aircraft could tOe

P expected to undergo cyc'lic loadings prior to detection (Jf

. de laminat en damage.

An,-ther phenomenon that was noted was the shape of the

buckled sublaminate. Most of the two inch delaminations

wojuld snap out into a single blistered region that appeared

to be a low bubble on the surface of the panel. The four

*inch sublaminates, on the other hand, would snap into a

pattern of "ridges and valleys" that were oriented at

approximately a 45' angle to the 1-direction (fig 4.10).

CFhis would indicate that shear stresses were developing at

the sublaminate boundary, and that shear, or a combination

of shear and compression was causing buckling for the larger

* diameter sublaminates.

It is also thought that the base laminate, which was in

contact with the sublaminate, was laterally bracing the

*delaminated plies and causing them to buckle at higher

modes. This phenomenon would tend to increase the critical

load at which larger sublaminates initially become unstable

relative to an unrestrained sublaminate.
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V. ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE

Introduction

Composite laminates subjected to a low speed impact-,

such as a dropped tool or a manufacturing load, often develop

an internal delamination. Delaminations in composite panels

cause a reduction of local stiffness of the panel plies in

the region of the delamination. As a result, when the panel

is subjected to loading, this area is the first portion of

the panel to become unstable and buckle. This local buckling

of the detaminated plies precedes the global buckling of the

O panel and occurs at a much smaller load.

The effects of this local buckling will become more

important to engineers and designers as composites are used

* more often in modern high-speed aircraft. Local surface

defects can cause drastic disturbances in air flow, and a

weakened area of a panel may experience peeling and dramatic

deLamination growth as the surface is exposed to increased

aerodynamic loading.

Since curved panels are 3-dimensional, and buckling is a

nonlinear phenomenon due to the large rotations and moments,

the compressive load which will cause curved panels to become

unstable is extremely hard to predict analytically. This

thesis presents a technique whereby the local buckling loads
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at the , lam i nat on may be pred c ted cit h in approximately 3wu%

of experimental values by using a :2-dimensional model lth a

plane strain correction. This approach to predicting local

sublaminate instability is based upon the principle of linear

superposition. During the experimental phase ot this

research, certain physical responses of' the panels led to

certain simplifying assumptions. It was observed that the

local instability and snapping o' the delaminated plies

occurred at a much lower value ot load than the global panel

buckling for the 12 inch curved panels. It was thought that

there e .isted a value of strain which when applied to the

circular delamination would cause the sublaminate to buckle.

This value of strain in the two ply sublaminate should be

*related to a value of strain in the eight ply curved panel.

Some method of relating these two values of strain was

required.

oTherefore, a strip of the panel in the vicinity of the

delaminations was considered. This strip, shown by the

dashed lines in figure 5.1, would be flat in the longitudinai

direction (which is the direction of loading), and sl ivhi

curved in the transverse direction. In the trans,-,,.

y-directinn, the strip is restrained against det -it,'

c the eight ply thickness of panel between th. -"

fixture's vertical support, while in t~o,

the strip is unrestrained again r:-"'

displacement is applied in 'n.

k',' .-. .'--.,*. -. . ..... . . ..
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the y direction and free movement in the z direction. Hence,

a plane strain assumption is valid for this region of the

panel.

For the panel geometry investigated, a load applied to

the top edge of the curved panel causes a displacement at the

boundary of the delaminated plies. It was found that this

displacement causes an apparent constant strain field through

the curved panel in the direction of load, and introduces an

effective strain to the delaminated plies via an axial

deflection of the sublaminate boundary. The relation between

strain in the curved panel and strain in the delaminated

plies was used since strain is a convenient tool for

associating the reponse of the curved panel with the behavior

O of the sublaminate plies. Since bending is negligible, the

delamination is primarily affected only by the deflection in

the axial direction that is transmitted by a constant strain

o in the curved panel. To investigate the effect of this

deflection on the sublaminate, a finite element model of the

sublaminate was loaded with an edge deflection. The N loadx

and the related axial strain in the sublaminate were computed

at local buckling . A plane strain finite element model was

used to relate this value of N to the eight ply curvedx

panel. This model represented the strip shown in figure 5.1,

and has eight plies through the z-direction, and containes a

two ply delaminated region. This model was loaded using the
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strain which had caused buckling in the circular finite

element model of the two ply sublaminate.

The resulting N value through the cross section of thex

plane strain model was calculated at a section of the model

* one delamination radius away from the delamination tip. This

datum was chosen so that the calculated force resultant would

be far enough from the discontinuity so that model responses

* due to the delamination tip could be avoided. This force

resultant in the eight ply plane strain model could then be

related to the global panel load, and would represent a force

Cresultant in the eight ply laminate corresponding to the

buckling strain in the (0/-45) sublaminate.

In summary, the prediction of the compressive load which

• will cause the delaminated reginn of a composite panel to

snap was developed as follows, and is outlined in Table 5.1:

1. A model of the curved panel containing no

O delaminations was run using the STAGSC-1 finite element

program for a normalized edge displacement. An N value atx

the top edge of the panel was calculated for this

displacement, and the strain in the panel associated with

this force was calculated at the datum shown in figure 5.1.

The strain associated with the applied load in this model was

then applied to a plane strain model in step four.

2. The delaminated area of the panel with (0/-45)

orientation was modeled as a circular plate usini STA(iSC-1.

This model was given a un i form edge displaol+ment; the

- '.-



What load P applied to curved panel will
cause local buckling at the delamination?

STAGSC-1 CURVED PANEL MODEL

1. Compute buckling load, P, for non-damaged panel.
2. Compute strain in panel at global buckling.

IL 3. Use the plane strain model shown below to calculate
u) L a force resultant in a strip of the panel buckling.

,, . Ix  = N X" xl

Az PLANE STRAIN -NO DELAMINATION

1 I. Use the strain computed in the curved panel
| - model above to load the plain strain model.

2, Compute the force resultant in this 8 ply model
h Iassociated with the strain obtained in the

L- X curved panel model above.

2a N = x2

STAGSC-1 DISC MODEL (0/-45)

// - - * AI ~1 This is a model of the sublaminate created
- by the delamination.

2 Compute the force resultant associated
* / a with bifurcation for this model

t3, Compute (the st rain associated with
bifurcation for this model.

LA ~ 4 This strain will be used to load an 8 ply
I plane strain model taken at the delamination.

% %/% NX =N
DO x3

PLANE STRAIN WITH DELAMINATION

Al I Load this model with the strain calculated
at buckling for the disc model above

- 2 Calculate the force resultant thru the 8 ply
I section associated with this strain

hX

2a X Nx = Nx

Predicted Load at Local Buckling of Delaminated Plies

Nx2 Nx 3

N 1 N 4

Table 5.1 - Overview of Analytic Technique
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bifurcation load was determined; and the strain in the disc

and the N value at plate buckling were determined. Thex

strain obtained at bifurcation for this model was then used

to load the plane strain model in step three.

3. A finite element program [211 was used to run a

plane strain analysis of an eight ply composite containing a

delamination. This model was evaluated using the strain

obtained at buckling for the circular plate of step two.

This strain from step two is used to calculate an end

displacement in the plane strain model which yeilds an

equivalent strain at the delamination tip. For this value of

strain, the N value thru the eight ply section of the modelx

is calculated. This calculation is performed at a cross

section that is one delamination radius away from the

delamination tip so that stress concentrations due to the

delamination are avoided, and so that a uniform N value canx

be calculated which corresponds to an eight ply section of

the curved panel.

4. A plane strain model was also run for a section of

panel that contained no delamination. This model was run

using the strain in the curved panel of step one; and is used

to determine an N value in a plane strain model which isx

equivalent to the load applied to the curved panel. The model

was constructed such that the strain at the outer edge of the

delaminated region calculated in step one was used as the

input load for the plane strain model. The N value in an~x
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eight ply section of the model located one delamination

radius away from the delamination was calculated.

5. Now, the N values have been calculated in two plane
x

strain models. One force resultant corresponds to a uniform

load applied to the top edge of a curved panel; and the other

force resultant corresponds to the buckling load for a

(0/-45) circular plate. Using these force resultants, and

the force resultants obtained in the two STAGSC-l models, a

load is computed which when applied to the top edge of the

curved panel, will cause buckling of the circular

delamination. This load is simply a percentage of the load

applied to the curved 12 inch panel (see table 5.1).

The models used in this analytic method and the process

of calculating a local sublaminate buckling load will be

discussed in more detail in the balance of this chapter.

Curved Panel - STAGSC-1 Model

One of the standard geometries that STAGSC-1 is capable

of generating is a curved cylindrical panel. For the finite

element model used in this analysis, the surface of' the shell

was discritized into an 18 by 18 element mesh consisting of

2/3 inch square elements. Previous work done by Siefert 12j

with this geometry had shown that. accurate results could be

o)btained if the element size was between 1/2 and I inch. ''nf,
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element selected for this analysis was the quadrilateral 410

element referred to as the QUAF 410 (fig 5.2) in the STAGSC-1

user manual [1]. This element was selected because it works

well for linear analysis and for cylindrical shells, and

because it has 12 fewer degrees of freedom than the more

accurate QUAF 411 element. The QUAF 410 is a 20 degree of

freedom four noded element with three translational

displacements, two in-plane rotations, and one independent

normal rotation at each node.

The shape functions for the u and v displacements within

the QUAF 410 element are a cubic polynomial parallel to the

edges and a linear polynomial perpendicular to the edges, and

the bending shape functions are cubic polynomials.

Both linear material properties and linear buckling were

used for this model. The model was loaded at its top edge

with a constant end displacement in the positive x direction.

The boundary conditions used for the model were the same

constraints assumed in the experimental work. Using this

STAGSC-1 model, the strains and stresses in the panel could

be determined for a given value of load, P. Also computed

was the force resultant at the top edge of the panel , N
x]'

associated with this load.

The introduct ion of a load to the top edge of the curved

composite panel causes a strain in the panel in the vicinity

,f the delamination tip. The critical strain at this point

whi'h will cause the sublaminate to buckle is discussed in

the next section.
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Delaminated Plies - STAGSC-1 Model

The author was interested in modeling the buckling of a

circular plate to characterize the plane strain strip concept

previously discussed. The most obvious condition was one of
0

complete geometric symmetry, and therefore, the subsequent

convergence study and model was predicated on this strain

feature.

The delaminations manufactured into the panels, as

stated previously, were two and four inches in diameter.

The STAGSC-l model discussed in this section was used to

determine the force resultant and the strain necessary to

cause buckling of the (0/-45) cicular delaminated region of

the panels. The force resultant at the model boundary, N x3'

and the edge displacement of the boundary were determined

using a STAGSC-l annular ring shell geometry and various

finite elements and mesh refinements.

A convergance study was first performed to determine an

optimum finite element mesh for this geometry. Initially, a

mesh having 12 elements and isotropic material properties was

run using the QUAF 410 element. The mesh was identified as a

5x4 mesh since it had five nodes on any radius and four nodes

around any arc. The mesh was modeled as a quarter of a

circle since symmetric loading and boundary oonditions could

be applied. A closed form Bessel function solution exists

for a uniform axisymetric compressive loid on a ciroular
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plate. Therefore, a uniform edge displacement was applied

radially inward at the outer boundary, and the N value atx

plate buckling was recorded. This model (fig 5.3) was run

for both clamped and simple edge supports, and the STAGSC-1

buckling load was compared to the following Bessel function
0

solutions for the buckling of circular discs (4]:

For clamped edges (u=v=w,x=w,z=free w=w,y=constrained):

N 14.65 DN __ __ __(5.1)

2
a

For simple supports ( u=v=w,y=w,z=free w=w,x~constrained):

N = 4.20 D (5.2)
2

a

where:
03

E h
3

D = (5.3)
a (i- )

a S the radius of the disc

It should be pointed out that the so called clamped edge

condition best characterized the actual delaminated boundary

with respect to the overall sublaminate restraint.

Therefore, the boundary condition incorporated in the

completed analysis is the clamped support.

The STAGSC-I model was run for increasing mesh

refinements including 5x4, 10x8, and 2Oxl6 for both simple

and clamped edges. This study showed that convergence to the

9-
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0

Figure 5.3 - Meshes used for Ckonvergance

Study 5 x 4 and 10 x 8
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Bessel function solutions was obtained with the 1ox8 mesh

(fig 5.4 and table 5.2). During this convergence study,
0

initial models were run with a thickness of one inch to speed

the computations of the closed form solution. These models

gave results that diverged from the closed form solutions as

the mesh was refined (fig 5.5). This is probably due to the

fact that STAGSC-1 was developed using thin shell theory with

a small linear rotation assumption. Geometries that are

clearly three dimensional (having a length to thickness

ratio less than 10) should be avoided when using STAGSC-I.

A model used by Shivakumar and Whitcomb at NASA Langley

Research Center [13] for their research with elliptical

delaminations was also run (see fig 5.6). They had obtained

convergance with this model for anisotropic lay-ups, so it

was used in this study to check the accuracy of the 10 x 8

model. Shivakumar and Whitcomb's model uses the TRINC 320

triangular plate element (fig 5.7) which has 18 degrees of

freedom: three translations and two rotations at each of the

corner nodes plus edge rotations at midside nodes. The

in-plane shape functions are linear for this element and
I.

bending is piecewise cubic [10]. This model had 738 degrees

.of freedom as opposed to the 377 degrees of freedom in the

10x8 model using the QUAF 410. Therefore, it was a more

expensive model to run. Whitcomb's model, using the 320

element, correlated well with the closed form Bessel

solution, but not as closely as the models using the QUAF 410

* rectanguia elements.
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0.90
_ t=0.0048"

Bessel Function Soln. - Clamped Edge
-~Nx 14.a5LD

• 0.70

0 0 7
x
z O0.50 ,, , , , ,, , , , , , , , ,

00 Mesh Refinement - Clamped Edge

Figure 5.4 - Convergance for Circular Disc - h=0.0048"

w7500 t= 1.0"

*50 Bessel Function Soln. - Clomped Edge
.5000 Nx- 14.65 D

0

c72500 - 10 x167

x 0
Z Mesh Refinement - Clamped Edge

Figure 5.5 - Divergance for Circular Disc - h=1.O00"
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Mesh Element 90 Model 360 Model

Refinement TYpe DOF DOF

5 x 4 410 71 -

10 x 8 410 377 1502

20 x 16 410 1703 -

9 x 8 320 738 1841

Table 5.2 - Number of Degrees of Freedom for

10 Various Circular Disc Models

Mesh Dias. h (in) Element BC Nx (lb/in)

5 x 4 4i 0.0048 410 SS 0.2028

5 x 4 4i 0.0048 410 CL 0.6990

5 x 4 4i 1.0000 410 CL 3,677,000

1 10 x 8 2i 0.0048 410 CL 2.915

10 x 8 2o 0.0048 410 CL 0.5227

10 x 8 4i 0.0048 410 CL 0.6791

10 x 8 4o 0.0048 410 CL 0.1307

1 10 x 8 4i 1.0000 410 CL 1,270,600

20 x 16 4i 0.0048 410 CL 0.6740

20 x 16 4i 1.0000 410 CL 311,600

10 x 29 2a 0.0048 410 CL 4.5731

10 x 29 4a 0.0048 410 CL 1.1572

10 x 29 4a 0.0052 410 CL 1.4713

9 x 33 4a 0.0048 320 CL 1.0670

9 x 33 2a 0.0048 320 CL 4.7170

4A 9 x 33 2a 0.0052 320 CL 5.9452

9 x 33 2a 0.0048 320 CL 4 .4947(y free)

9 x 33 2a 0.0048 320 CL 4.6300($G1)

Table 5.2a - Circular Disc STAGSC-I Results

* a-(0/45) i-isotropic o-orthotropic
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Boundary Condition!

u=v=B,x=B,z Free
w=B,y Constrained

Figure 5.6 - 9 x 33 Mesh with 320 Element
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Thus, the !Ox8 (LAF 410 model shown in figure 5.7a was

used to obtain N at buckling for the circular delaminated0 x

region, N . Also determined using this model was thex3

nominal r strain in the sublaminate at local buckling. This
x

strain was then used in the plane strain model discussed in

the next section to determine an equivalent N value in an
x

eight ply laminate, Nx 4 * This force resultant is the force

resultant in an eight ply plane strain model associated with

the strain at buckling for a two ply, (O/-45) circular

sublaminate.

Iso calculated for this STAGSC-l model was the averageB

normal stress at the sublaminate boundary at local buckling.

From the STAQSC-I output for a two inch delamination, the

average Nx value for an axisymetric edge displacement of

0.001 inches was 48.136 lb/in. This value was then

multiplied by the eigenvalue, 0.095, to determine the average

force resultant at the boundary at the onset of sublaminate

instability. This force resultant was then divided by the

cross section dimension of the (0/-45) plies, 2 x 0.0048", to

determine the average normal stress, 476.3 psi, at the

sublaminate boundary at local buckling of the model. This

stress will be used in the next section as a comparison to

check the validity of the plane strain model.
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C Figure 5.7a - 0 x 33 Mesh with 410 Element
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Plane Strain Finite Element Model

The plane strain finite element code used Cor this

analysis was developed by Dr. Sandhu 2 tl1 of the Air Porfe

Flight Dynamics Lab. The model is used in this analysis to

tie the strain at local sublaminate buckling to the strain in

a plane strain section of the curved panel. The strain in

this eight ply plane strain model could then be used to

calculate a plane load which would cause the sublaminate t,

buckle.

The problem was modeled as an eight ply plane strain

section containing a delamination between the second and

third plies (see fig 5.8). This delamination was modeled as

a crack having no thickness in the z-direction by defining

two node points at each station along the delamination

length. Also, the mesh is highly refined in the vicinity of

the tip of the delamination since this is where the greatest

stress concentrations were expected to occur (fig 5.9).

Symmetry is used at the midlength of the delamination, with

this boundary fixed against rotation and displacement in the

x-direction while allowing freedom in the y-direction.

The model was loaded with an end displacement

equivalent to the strain required to buckle the (U/-45)

sublaminate. This displacement was applied one delamination

radius away from the delamination tip so that a uniform cross

* sectional force resultant could be achieved.
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l'he st -esses In the vicinity of ttie delamination t Ip

were recorded and are shown in figure 5.H. The average axiai

stress in the 0/-45 section of the model was calculated from

these stresses to be 472. 1 psi. This value is for a pl:-tne

strain calculation associated with the strain at- buck iriz in

the (0/-45) STAGSC- 1 circular disc model. he SI'A S- 1

circular disc model discussed previously yielded an average

stress value of 476.3 psi for this same value of strain. Iht

difference between these two stresses is only U.88 percent.

Therefore, it appears that by using a symmetrical load ri

pattern, a load distribution over the upper tv.o plies is

eqiiiialent to a plane strain phenomenon. -\I.s, ot note in

this plane strain model is the magnitude of stresses in tti-

z-direct ion. In the vicinity of the delaminat i(n tip thtse

stresses varied from 0.68 psi to 1.98 psi. ['his level "t,

-tress is inc nsequential, and it (an be cIlearlv s feen thA? 'it)

"I the p(,int of subiaminatt buckilng, the-re is no itarlzor' _I

mdl, I c'rai(k rowth ,tue to these -tresseio-. t lhis "-S t-\pt., !,-1

sin4 -- the ,)otil Irig Is a I A Fitssum d InI t ht- , iri 1)t toi

I,.tmI r'it rI .rurtj h r ,ra K 1ro" Ih ft-at I rf-,- .I I,1 ti .,

ri's ier- t e lA iiiiO -' reg-ion in tho- rs t i ei~ r-igirn1 ,.

i .ri(d h s . , t t I i reseoarch .

i ; I t ri. -: t rt . rnI.,t, J , ki .1; Afesi d Iz Y I t ,- r in r

h ' 'A I I t I r IIi ' I, t I vy h

;It *

) 
"  

i I F t'[ l * l d ? i * ' * ' ' 1 ' ' t " . : ' ; ' t ' ' f '
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a t suhiaminate instibi I i tv for : , ply (0/-45

dk laminat ion.

Now, the strain in the curve-d inn panel resulting

from a panel load has been related t a f,.r'e resultant in a

plane strain model; and now the strairi in a i r'ular dis(c at

local buckling has been related to t'.) c resultant in a

plane strain model. It is now possible to calculate the load

"hich w'hen applied to the top edge )!' thet 12 inch curved

panel will cause local instability of a delam inated region of

the panel . This calculation Is explained in the next

sect i on.
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V

Plane Strain Model - No Delamination

0i

A plane strain analysis was pt-rformed l'or the laminate

t(. t,(v rrelate the t'or,'e resultant and strain in a plane strain

mcdel 6it.h the t'orce resultant and strain in a plane strain

strip ,t' the c urved e, mposlte panel.

'he average N value distributed through the model wasx

calculated for the strain (obtained from the curved panel

modl ) that ;,as ass)iated with a displacement at the top

edVe of' the curved 12 inlch panel.

First the Q values were calculated for the material:S

Q1 (5.4)

1 - Li U
12 21

22 2

12 21

G (5.6)66 12

Then the Q11 values were computed in the x-direction,

• where is the angle between the fiber direction and the

panel's x-direction.

11 = 11 1 + -cos + W2 2 sin - (5.7)
-- 1 = Q lcos f + 2(Q 1 2 + 2Q 6 6 )sin

2 ~ 2

The stress can be calculated:

5 j (5.8)
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The strain, tL , is taken from the STAGSC-I program. Itx

was observed, as previously mentioned, that the panel yields
S

a constant F strain. One could quickly compute this strain
x

by using the displacement at the panel's top edge, and

dividing this value by the overall length of the panel, thus

yielding a a of: (T = Q 1 (5.9)"×x 11

The stress is obtained for each of the plies, and a

stress resultant, Nx 2 ' is calculated. This force resultant is

then the value of N in the eight ply plane strain stripx

associated with a deflection induced through loading of the

curved panel.

0
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Analytic Prediction

Based on the finite element models discussed in the

previous sections, and using linear superposition, the

following equation was developed to predict local buckling of

the sublaminate:

Pf = p * 0 * 3 (5.10)

Where a is the ratio of the force resultant at buckling

in the STAGSC-1 circular disc with the force resultant in the

curved panel associated with a load P applied to the panel.

And /3 is the ratio of force resultants in the plane strain

models.

a = Nx3 /NX1 (5.11)

SNx2 /Nx4 (5.12)

P Predicted load in pounds at which local sublaminate
f

snapping will occur.

P Load in pounds at top edge of the curved panel

N N value at buckling for Curved Panel
xl x

Nx2 N Nx value in plane strain model with No Delamination

This value is calculated for a strain equivalent to

the strain in the curved panel due to a load, P.

* N N value at buckling for Circular Disc
x3 x

Calculated using STAGSC-1 model of sublaminate.

Nx4 Nx value for plane strain model containing a

delamination. This force resultant is calculated

*using the strain at buckling for the circular disc

model.
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Substituting equations (5.11) and (5.12) into (5.10),

the predicted load applied to the top of the curved 12 inch

panel which would cause local buckling in the delaminated

plies is:

P = P Nx3 Nx2 (5.13)
Nx1 Nx4

As the average thickness of the laminate plies

increases, the value at which local sublaminate snapping will

occur also increases. This is seen by noting that N (thexl

N value for the 12 inch curved panel) increases by panelx

6 thickness, h, raised to the 2.06 power (approximately by h2).

N for the circular disc increases by approximately the cubex3

of the panel thickness; and N and N both increasex2 x4

linearly with thickness. Therefore, the snapping of the

sublaminate was expected to increase linearly with panel

thickness. This linear variation of predicted snapping load

was plotted as a linear prediction of snapping load versus

panel thickness in figure 5.10. Using this relation, the

load causing local instability of a sublaminate could be

determined based on panel thickness. This relation appeared

to be valid for the range of panel thicknesses used in this

research.

The relations between analytic predictions and

experimental snapping values are shown in figure 5.10 and in

table 5.3. The data points shown in figure 5.10 are in

0
pairs. Each pair represents two panels from the same mold
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with the same panel thickness. These data pairs are shown

connected by a line with a bar at midheight representing the

average snapping load for that pair. The snapping loads for

the two inch delaminations fell below the analytic

predictions. This was expected since linear models were used

in the analysis, which in general increases the load at which

predicted failure will occur. For these panels, the

experimental snapping loads differed from the analytic

predictions by a mean of 31.3 percent with a standard

deviation of 21.4 percent.

Only three data points were obtained for the snapping of

the four inch delaminations. This is a very sparse data set;

however, it was noted that these panels tended to snap at

higher load values than were predicted. A possible

explanation for this is that the four inch sublaminates were

being restrained by the base laminate, and were therefore

buckling at higher modes. These panels differed from the

analytic predictions by a mean of 14.6 with a standard

deviation of 5.2.

This analytic technique is seen to give predictions of

local sublaminate buckling within approximately 30 percent of

experimental values. These predictions are good engineering

approximations obtained using a linear two dimensional model

to predict a nonlinear, three dimensional local instability.
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Figure 5.10 - Strain Reversal Load - 2" Delaminations
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Figure 5.10 - Strain Reversal Load - 4" Delaminations
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PANEL t (nils) EXPER (Ibs) ANALYSIS % DIFF

Q2-23-1 40.69 1100 2451 55.1

Q2-23-2 40.69 2300 2451 6.2

Q2-23-3* 40.80 1600 2464 35.1

Q2-23-4* 40.80 2500 2464 -1.5

Q2-23-5* 41.90 1000 2599 61.5

Q2-23-6** 41.62 1500 Z564 41.5

Q2-23-7** 42.00 2200 2611 15.7

Q2-67-1 40.20 1900 2392 20.6

, Q2-67-2 40.20 1800 2392 24.8

Q2-67-3* 41.10 2000 2500 20.0

* Q2-67-4* 41.10 1200 2500 52.0

Q2-67-5** 42.00 1000 2611 61.7

Q2-67-6** 41.62 2200 2564 14.2

- Q4-23-1 39.30 1000 1168 14.4

Q4-23-2 39.30 1400 1168 19.9

Q4-67-1 39.60 ???? 1187 ??'/?

Q4-67-2 39.60 1300 1187 9.5

NOTES: * - 3000 lb seating load

** - 2 pieces of teflon, 3000 lb seating load

Table 5.3 - Experimental Delamination Snapping Loads
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental and analytic re-sults, the

f,- I I k'% i ng cone lusi tns (,an he made t for t-raph i t e / Ppo x

P Y I ind r 1cali compos I te panel I ,h i -h have beon ;uh.)ece d tc

axially compressive loads:

1. In general, the linear hifra npredict ins obtained

u s in g the S.A(;S('- I f ini1te e lement Code WePre# in clto se

agreement with expe-rimental results. For undiamaged panels,

the experimental global buckling load was an average of' 12.9

perc-ent lower than predicted %alues wit~h a standard

* deviation of 2.8 percent.

2. Surface damage to composite paestendstodcesth

panel stiffness resulting in a decrease in critical buckling

loads. As the surface area that is damaged is enlarged,

global buckling loads will in general decrease. However,

S this study found that for 2 inc'h diameter surface damage to

the- exterior ply, average huickling strength actually

1 increased sIi g h t Iy. But, the standard deviation of' buckling

l oad aISo) increoas9e d, i n d iat, i n v less ( onsistencr\ in paneal

s t re-rigt h

112V
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3. Hi Wher vo id contents als 5)cause(i the vglo)balI paniel

40 h u(-klI i r~g s t r'en gt h to 1increase . T his can be uriderst oud by

considering t ha t panel1 thickness l nc rease(i i inearly with

p-rcent voids, while the buckling toad is seen to increase

b by t he square of' panel thickness f'or this geometry. H I she r

vo id contents are not desirable, howevtei, as an increase in

t ht- voi1d content o f a panel increases t he -hance t'or

*mo)isture absorpt ion and subsequent material devradtation.

41. Delaminations i n a composi1t e panielI, have t he po tent ialI

Cfor more catastrophic f'ailure than surface damage.

Delaminations are usually not visually observable and can

grow through the laminate with cyclic loadings. For the

0 delamination sizes studied in this thesis, only slight

de-creases in global panel buckling uere noted. However, in

general, impact- on a composite panel can potentially cause a

number of, delaminations through the panel thickness. This

w -u Id decrease panel strength even f urthe r and would (

inc-rease the severity of delamination growth. Buckled

sibl am iriat ts alIs o have relatively large deformations in the

2direc-tion, which could seriously affect the aerod.vnamics

o f the s truct u re, and c-ould conce ivabl y resulIt inr a recra tt

The phenomenon of local -;uhiami nate ,rnapping ot' the

(I J la m inra teF( p1I i s~ (-a r) he p r fd( ict F ( i s i ng9 s ii per p(s i t io o t i



series of I inear finite element models. The use of these

* models results in a fairly acc.urate and inexpensive

prediction otf loal instabil ities caused by local buckling.

It is thought that this analytic tehnique could be easily

e xextended t) shelI w ith di f fe rent geometries arid loading

Tondi ions t get a ball park estimate of shell. failure

Iloads

6. Seat ing loads should be applied to panels prior to

experimental testing. Those loads should be applied before

all fixture supports are tightened to decrease the chance of

non-symmetric loading and moments induced by differential

fixture movements. Care should be taken to ensure that the

pane] is trimmed square and that the load is evenly

introduced so that non-symmetric buckling can be avoided.

7. Tho STAGSC- I bifurcation values for the curved

,ylindrical panels could be predicted by using a regression

ourv- that related panel thickness to panel buckling loads.

PIelat ins were also found to exist for other geometries such

as a flat plate and a circular disc. It is thought that

similar relations could be easily established for other

sh %1 ge)metrIes, and that the amount of computer time

r-qu 1red to predict bucklin-g of a various thicknesses for a

ivern she II geom t ry could be ireatl reduced.
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8. Tft' I on Aj .(s proved to 1) e an nx '- I nn ( r i iL,

materiaI tr I. creat i rig de Iami na tons ' I th 1 k() J)per' t. ri t

delamination observed in ail Isamiples. Huevr , wh In t ,he J .5

mi 1 teflon w as pla(t-,d adja,'ent to the exterior ply, a

bl ister effet occurrd. Th is hi ;ter w as eas ily \ - is ile on

the surfa,'e t' the pant-l , and ,ontairned fractures in the

matrix of tht- delamination runn1 g para l lel t the f i ber

direction. Init ial t'inIte element models were run to

determint, the possible cause of this phenomenon. There was

no indication in the model results that a temperature

differential during curing caused the ply failure. It is

p, stulated that volatiles formed during panel curing were

trapped beneath the teflon disc resulting in a vapor

pressure which caused an air bubble to form. A more

thorough investigation of this problem needs to be

attempted.

1 . Normal stresses at a delamination were calculated

through the (0/-45) cross section of a STAGSC-I circular

U, plate model. These normal stresses were then compared to an

average stress through a (0/-45) cross section of a plane

strain model subjected to the same value of strain. The

(tr,sses were within 0.88 percent of each other. This

indi-ates that the assumption that the delaminatod region of

a c.urved panel can be modeled using a plane strain model is

a vat Li appr'o imat ion.

Lf,



A O t I i It I s t r" i r I It I e Tlt t h , r 1 v, i -I .w 'I- Ir

t bt t' i. I 1 ' 0 ' 1 1T o i i h rl ItJ k L , t I t . e' it + I ' I i t t l I I h i+

the, '-,iirev' iKn :! !h, e r' :iAk t ip ,t+r't ;iiti,' ltet.i. Ihe.se

t ss"es rb maJ tr- then pran, (hIr the, , I am tiir ri r'r kd

trem 0.). t. 6 .9 p si . iis leve tf trss - muk lss

Stharn the stress requi red t ini tiate torack ro"t h in t h

material.
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APPENDIX A

* Constitutive Matrices and Test Data

Th-P( -i rit ST rtess I.amnitriat t- A n alvs i ; -)dt-, I : 11 ,

Suse d to do-term ine t he t ttriess matr 1,ie- fo r A54/ .() I -t,

graph I t e pOxy, Fr the quas i- I sotrupI( symmet r i(c

U0/-45/45/90) layup, the toup11n stt'ness matrix B is
. 1~ j

* Pqual to zero. The matrices are computed fur a laminate

thickness of 0.0384 inches (corresponding to a ply thickness

of 0.0048 inches) so that a comparison can be made to results

reported in previous work with cylindrical composite panels

[7,151. Matrices are then computed for the median thickness

(0.0416) of the panels tested in this study. Finally values

_ are shown for a (0/-45) layup so that a plane strain

evaluation could be made of the delaminated region of the

panel.

:0

For h=0.0384 inches, quasi-isotropic (ply thickness t=0.0048):

315.730 92.535 0.000

A 92.535 315.730 0.000 X 103 lb/in

0.000 0.000 111.600

B Z 0

63.765 9.605 -3.867

D b : 9.605 179.362 -3.867 lb-in

-3.867 -3.867 11.947
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Hr h:0.f4 lb. (U/-45/ 15/10) PI[v thl,,knes. t=0.052:

I

F 312.043 100.Z47 o.)00

A/ 100.Z47 34Z.043 0.000 x 103 lb/in1 .,

0. 0 U0.u0 10. 898

B :

81.071 12.211 -4.916

D . 22.074 -4.916 ib-in

-4.916 -4.916 15.190

For (0/-45), Ply thickness t=0.0052 in:

* 130.966 25.062 -22.728

A.. 25.062 40.056 -22.728 X 10 lb/in

-22.728 -22.728 30.225

-172.161 53.978 -59.092

B.. 3.978 64.206 -59.092 ib

-59-092 -59.092 53.973

1.18044 0.22589 -0.20485

D.. 0.22589 0.36103 -0.20485 lb-in1,j

-0.20485 -0.20485 0.27242
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For (0/-45) ply thickness t=0.0048 in.:

120.890 23.134 -20.979

A.. 23.134 36.974 20.979 X 103 lb/in

-20.979 -20.979 27.900

146.690 45.993 -50.350

B. i45.993 54.708 -50.350 Ib
-50.350 -50.350 45.993

0.92845 0.17767 -0.16112
D 0.17767 0.28396 -0.16112 lb-in

-0.16112 -0.16112 0.21427

* The lab measurements and experimental test data for this

thesis are recorded in the tables on the following pages.
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PANEL t ms) % VOIDS3 EGXP (lbie) STACSC-I % DIFF

QO-OO)-1 40.01 0.0972 4795 5263 8.9

QOO0210.01 0.09t2 4445 5263 1.

QoO--3 41.50 0.4341 4779 5662 15.6

*QO-00-4 41.50 0.4341 4995 5662 11.8

Qo-00-5 41.50 0.9621 4945 5662 12.7

Q2-12-1 42.07 4.3671 5085 5819 12.6

Q2-12-2 41.38 4.3583 5214 5630 7.4

Q2-12-3 41.38 4.3583 5321 5630 5.5

Q2-12-4 40.76 2.2760 4365 5462 20.1

Q2-12-5 40.15 2.1762 5100 5300 3.8

Q2-12-6 40.15 2 1762 5149 5300 2.8

Q2-12-7 41.61 1.2224 5356 5692 5.9

Q2-12-8 41.61 1.2224 5177 5692 9.0

Q2-23-1 40.69 0.1666 4692 5443 13.8

Q2-23-2 40.69 0. 1666 4570 5443 16.0

Q2-23-3* 40.80 -0.0854 4697 5473 14.2

Q2-23-4* 40.80 -0.0854 4738 5473 13.4

0Q2-23-5* 41.90 2.0222 4703 5772 18.5

Q2-23-6** 41.62 0.3211 5325 5695 6.5

Q2-2'3-7** 42.00 0.4244 5160 5800 11.0

CVQ2-67-1 40.20 0.3775 4233 5313 20.3

Q2-67-2 40.20 0.3775 4673 5313 12.0

Q2-67-3* 41.10 0.4962 5357 5554 3.5

Q2-67-4* 41.10 0.4962 4255 5554 23.4

Q2-67-5** 42.00 0.4244 5295 5800 8.7

Q2-67-6** 41.62 0.3211 5130 5695 9.9

Table A.1 - Panel Test Data (continued on next page)
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PANEL t (mils) % VOIDS EXIER (Ibs) STAGSC-1 % DIFF

Q2-78-1 42.61 3.5801 5567# 5 69 6.7

Q2- 78-2 42.61 3.5801 5524 5969 7.5

Q2-78-3 41.84 0.8887 -1795 5155 16.7

0 Q2-78-4 41.84 0.8887 5659 5755 1.7

Q4-12-1 41.90 4.4354 5229 5772 9.4

Q4-12-2 41.90 4.4354 4885 5772 15.4

Q4-23-1 39.30 0.4781 5224 5078 -2.9

Q4-23-2 39.30 0.4781 4823 5078 5.0

Q4-67-1 39.60 0.7278 4437 5156 14.2

Q4-67-2 39.60 0.7278 4500 5156 11.4

Q4-78-1 41.77 0.1169 4787 5736 16.5

Q4-78-2 41.77 0.1169 4851 5736 15.4

NOTES: # - Nonsymetric buckling mode

* - 3000 lb seating load

** - 2 pieces of teflon, 3000 lb seating load

For SN 1-12 SGI and SG2 at bottom of panel

Table A.1 - Experimental Data continued
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Appendix B

Sample Computer Input Decks

A researcher can invest an extremely large amount of

time learning a computer operating system, and then learning

the various computer codes necessary to model his problem.

This section of the thesis is presented as a guide for those

* not familiar with STAGSC-1 or the NOS operating system found

on the AFWAL Cyber computer system. A sampling of STAGSC-1

input data decks for various shell geometries and SQ5 input

decks are presented and briefly discussed along with some

common commands that a NOS user will find useful.

Most of the jobs that were run on the Cyber for this

* research were STAGSC-1 finite element models. Since a

typical linear STAGSC-l run for this thesis used 50-150 cp

seconds of computer time, these jobs must be submitted as

batch jobs. The following batch job (fig B-1) can be given

a filename such as bjob, and then submitted using the

command (submit,bjob,to} where the {to} at the end of the

command sends the dayfile output to the wait queue. A

dayfile is useful in determining the amount of computer time

used in a computer run, and in tracking the command sequence

that was used by the batch job to run the program. After a

.job is submitted, the researcher should give the ('mmand

fi } . This command gives the status of all current

executing jobs, and inirudes a four letter job name for the

tArml na I
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/JOB

WILDER,P2.

/USER

CHARGE,*.

SETTL( *).

ATTACH,STAGS1/UN=D820090.

* ATTACH,STAGS2/UN=D820090.

GET, fi I ename.

STAGS I,filename.

RETURN , STAGS 1.

STAGS2.

RETURN,STAGS2.

*REWIND,*.

ROUTE,OUTPUT,DC=PR,UN:AL,UJN:BWILDER,S:'=CSA.

/EOR

Figure B.1 - Typical STAGSC-I Batch Job

The batch Job shown above should be changed for another

user. The new user's nme should replace WILDER and

* BWILDER, and the filename of the STAGSC-I input deck to be

run should replace filename. The batch job shown is set up

to send the output to the printer. Alternatively, the

• output could be sent to a file by changing the ru} I E

-iommand.
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The STAGSC- 1 in put deck shown below is the input that

" aas used to analyze the linear buckling load for the curved

cylindrical panels used in this study. This model is a

model for an eight ply laminate with 0.0048 inch thick

* plies. The {$) seen in the input deck is a divider between

fortran input and user comments. The $C1 card is the load

multiplier for the system and multiplies the load entered on

9 the $Q3 card to compute the total system load.

LINEAR ANALYSIS - 12 IN PANEL - BIFURCATION - DELTA=.001 - C1=i
1,1,1,1,0,0,1 $B 1 ANALYSIS TYPE
1 $B2 # SHELL UNIT'S
1,0,1 $B3
1.0 $C1 LOAD INCR
1,0,650,0,0 $D2 EIGENVALUE NTRL
1,1.0 $D3 CLUSTER DEFN
19,19 SFI NO. ROWS COL.S
i $11 MATL #1
18.844E06,0.0218128,.91E06,1.,I.,1.468E06,1. $12 MATL PR OP
1,1,8 SKI 8 LAMINAE

4 1,0.00480,0.0 $K2 PLY, T, ORIENT

10.00480,-45.0 $K2
1,0.00480,45.0 $K2

- 1,0.00480,90.0 $K2
1,0.00480,90.0 $K2
1,0.00480,45.0 $K2
1 ,0.00480,-45.0 $K2
1,0.00480,0.0 $K2
5 $Ml SHELL TYPE
0.0,12.0,0.0,57.3,12.0 SM2A SHELL GEOMETRN
1 $M5
410 $N 1 ELEMENT TYPE
0,0 SPI
100,000 $P2 BOUNDARY CUND
110,100 $P2

- 000,000 $P2
110, 100 $P2
1 $Q1
1,1,0 $Q2
).001,-1,1,,00 $Q3 LOAD
Z,2,2,0,0,2 SRI OUItP'PI FORMAT

Figure B.2 - STAGSC-1 Input Dock for a Curved 12 inch Panel

12.
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The input deck shown in figure B.3 below was one of the

* input. decks used in this study to perform the convergence

study for buckling of a circular plate under a uniform axial

displacement. This particular input. deck is for a 10x8, 90

* degree model. The material property input card $12 shows

the input required for an isotropic material. The shell

gtometry card SN1 is the c-ard which defines this shell as an

* annular ring. The $M2A card gives the radius of the inner

boundary, the radius of the outer boundary, and the angles

in degrees swept out by the two side boundaries. The

element type chosen for this model was the QUAF 410

element. Using this element and the given plate geometry,

STAGSC-1 will automatically generate each element in the

mesh at intervals defined by the user. The four $P2 cards

are the cards which define the constraints at the shell's

boundaries in the following order: displacement in the x,y,z

directions, rotations with respect to x, y, z. A one

signifies freedom to move while a zero signifies a

ronstrained node. The user has the option of specifying a

* separate load and constraint at each node as can be seen in

figure B.5 or of maintaining the same constraints and loads

at every node on a boundary as is done in figure B.4. For

t this case, the third card specifies a clamped edge condition

for th outside arc of the model. The displacement load is

d-f I,-, i Y the $ W3 card. This card not only gives the

A "Ji ) I ,ir -,m ri t value but ho ho, indary to which it appl ied.
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LINEAR ANALYSIS -2IN DISK UPLY -BIFUR -DISK5 - ISOTROIC
1,1,1, 1,0,0,1 $BI ANALYSIS TYPE
1 $B2 NO. SHELL UNITS
1,0,1 $B3

*1.0 $C1 LOAD INCR
1,0,650,0,U $D2 ElGENVALUE CNTRL
1, .001 $D3 CLUSTER DEFN
10,8 $F1 NO. ROWS CLS
1 311 MATL #1
18.844E06,0.3 $12 MATL PRO)P
1,1,1 $K1 8 LAMINAE
1,0.00480,0.0 $K2 PLY THICK, ORIENT
4 $M1 SHELL TYPE
00.0,1.0,0.0,90.0 $M2A SHELL GE0METPRY
1 $M5
410 $Ni ELEMENT TYPE

* 0,0 $P 1
001,111 $P2 BOUNDARY COND
101,011 $P2
110,101 $P2
101,011 $P2
1 $Q 1

c- 1,1,0 $Q2
-.001,-I, 1, 10,0,0 $Q3
1,1,1,0,0, 1 SRI1 OUITPUT FORM1AT

Figure B.3 - STAGSC-1 Input for Two Inch Circular Plate

The next input deck seen in figure B.4 below was used

to generate a STAGSC-1 circular plate model similar to the

model used by Shivakumar and Whitcomb [131 in their work

with elliptical delaminations (see fig 5.7). This model was

more difficult to generate, and didn't agree as well with

the closed form solution as the 10x8 model. A couple of

features of this model to note are the input cards SN9A and

$N9B. These cards generate a series of similarly oriented

elements around the model. The first card defines the

number of cards necessary to define the model, and the other

wards define the element, the number of elements in the

veries and th" node numbers which define the first element.
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w w -.... . . .~ rr n Ww r. fl , W' r= r -, -, ' -_, • -,

: LINE-\ ANALYSIS - ZIN DISK OPLY - BIFUR - DISKA - 0/-45 i'LIES
1,1,1,1,0,0,1 $B1 No. SHELL LNITS
I $B2 N(. SHELL LNIT'h
1,0,1 $B3
1.0 $C1 LOAD INCR
1,0,650,0,0 $D2 EI.ENVALUE CN5I.1
1,0.001 $D3 CLUSTER DEFN
9,33 $F1 NO. RLMS WLS
1 $11 MATL #1
18.844E06,0.0218128,.91E06,1.,1.,1.468E06,1. $12 MATL PR)P
1,1,2 $K1 ; LAMINAE
1,0.00480,0.0 $K2 PLY THICK, OR1ENTF

* 1,0.00480,-45.0 $K2
4 SMI SHELL TYPE
0.0,1.0,0.0,360.0 $M2A SHELL GEOMETRY
1 $M5
0,0,0 $NI ELEMENT TYPE
15 $N9A
320,1,8,1,1,2,1,2,5 $N9B
320,1,8,2,1,3,3,2,5 $N9B
320,1,8,2,1,3,1,3,3,0,4 $N9B
320,1,8,2,5,3,3,3,5,0,4 $N9B ELENT ORIENTATION
320,1,16,3,1,4,1,4,2,0,2
320,1,16,3,1,4,2,3,3,0,2
320,1, 16,4,2,4,3,3,3,0,2
320,3,16,4,1,5,1,4,2,2,2
320,3,16,5,1,5,2,4,2,2,2
320,3, 16,4,2,5,2,5,3,2,2
320,3,16,4,2,5,3,4,3,2,2
320,2,16,5,1,6,1,6,2,2,2
320,2,16,5,1,6,2,5,2,2,2
320,2,16,5,2,6,2,5,3,2,2
320,2,16,6,2,6,3,5,3,2,2
0,0 SPI
001,111 $P2 BOUNDARY ON)ND
101,011 $P2
110,010 $P2
101,011 $P2
1 SQ1
1,1,0 $Q2
-.001,-1,1,9,0,0 $Q3
2,2,2,0,0,2 $R1 OUTPUT FORMAT

Figure B.4 - STAGSC-1 360 Degree Circular Plate Model Using

the TRINC 320 Element.
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T he t- olI 1ot w rg mo (I t- 1~- pre se t- n t -(

meth (I t' I. );t i rig Ir i Ix % I uAl r I o( Ae.' S i , ) i ru t r ,- r r i

,on stra 1 n rig ot 11t- . Note that two i1(ad ems . if ,ti rwi

b tile uIse ot two~ S% oaIrds 1'1 I Iwtei hN 'a ser Is t ' S.

LINEAR X\ALYSIS - 21N DISK OAIX - BIFI-R - DIsk-A o/0-45 PIES
1 ,1I, 1, 1 , (, (, I $BI 141J. SILEIJ, (UNPIT

1 SB2 NO. SHIIl IN F

1 .0 $CI WOAD IINCH
1,0,650,0,0 $D2 EIGENNALUE(N E
110.001 $D3 CLLSTER DEY-N
91.33 $F1 NO4. ROWS W
1 $11 n4TL # 1
18.844E06,0.0218128,.91E06,1.,1.,1.4168E06,1. $12 MATL PRO.P
1,1,2 $K1 # LAMINAE
1,0.00480,0.0 $K2 PLY THICK, ukIE-§I
1 ,0.00480,-45.0 $K2
4 SM1 SHELL TYPE
0.0, 1.0,0.0,360.0 $M.2A SHELL GEI'IIRh'
1 $M5
0,0,0 $NI ELEmENT 'nPE
15 $N9A
320,1,8,1,1,2,1,2,5 $N9B
320,1,8,2,1,3,3,2,5 $N9B
320,1,8,2, 1,3,1,3,3,0,4 $N9B
320,1,8,2,5,3,3,3,5,0,4 SNYB ELo*2,NTURIL\1A'ilkN
320, 1,16,3,1,4,1,4,2,0,2
320,1,16,3,1,4,2,3,3,0,2
320,1,16,4,2,4,3,3,3,0,2
:320,3,16,4,1,5, 1,4,2,2,2
320,3,16,5,1,5,2,4,2.2,2
320,3,16,4,2,5,2,5,3,2,2
320,3, 16,4,2,5,3,4,3,2,2
320,2,16,5,1,6,1,6,2,2,2
320,2,16,5,1,6,2,5,2,2,2
320,2,16,5,2,6,2,5,3,2,2
320,2,16,6,2,6,3,5,3,2,2

Figure B.5 - STAGSC-1 Model of Circular Plate 6it~h >Iur 1) 1e

Load Systems (Continued on Next Pave)
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The Point. Stress Lam nate program 5 .as useu to

determine tht constitutive relat, ions used in this research.

A sample input deck is given in the figure below. SQ5 can

be tsetd to compute most of the vallues necessary to perform

classical laminate calculations. Models can be run which

,-ompute for('e resultants and moment resultants for a

teomperaI ure differential, which compute resultants for a

given strain, and which compute average material properties

r" a gien laminate.

PR fHiRTIHS c* A LAMINATE (0,-+45,90)S

C. 0 0 0 2 1 0

S1 944,oC. 1-16t000. 0.128 910000. 0. 0.

I 0. 0.0048

1 -. 5. 0.00-1 8

Figure B.6 - Sample S'5 Input Deck

, -icnt I 'l common NUS commands used on the AFWAL

.,er s0s t-m I s presented here for subsequent

-. j .r -. ti. must learn t o use NTAG '- i on t he current

- n. I i first s;uWg,.sted th)at tho r new ii.us r load the

1 ir, h Is ac(rol "ir t ' i 1 n. n4 t he I 1 ' t I ons

% *



outi i nei In the An I fnt r)duJCt i on to AFIT Computer ISystem.s

pamphlet. The Proofi le onta1ns a library 0t abbreviated

commands wh i<h are similar to UN IX \ ,cmmands. A help f ile is

also available which gives a summary of most of the

abbreviated commands and whieh can be sent to the printer so

that the user has a handy reference.

0

get,filename - retrieves a file from the library into

the working environment. The file must be retrieved into

the working environment before it can be operated on or

executed by the user.

save,filename=newfilename - used after an editing

session to save the new version of a file to the user's

library

replace,filename - used after an editing session to

replace an old file with a new version in the library

rts,filename - routes a file to the printer

submit,batchjob,to - submits a bat.chjob and sends the

dayfile to the waitque.

132
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I - gives the status of all c'urrent executing )obs and

tells which ,ubs are in the wait queue.

qg ,obmhqme - retr i eves a .1ob 's dayf tIf from the
C

at que. The j obname is a four character code assigned by

the ,')nputer whi 'h defiries the job and is seen using ti.

purge,t'ilen me - deletes a file from the directory

Is - a Proet'ile command ".hich shows all of the files in

the user's directory

more,filerame - prints a file to the screen one page at

a time. Hitting the space bar or the carriage return bring

tip the next page of the file.

I 2
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